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Abstract

People all over the world invest their hope, trust and taxpayer resources in the UN. It is time there was a better understanding of how to get the most out of this deeply complex organization. It starts at the top. This study takes its reader under the proverbial hood to see how the role of UN Secretary-General feels from the inside. Its basic premise is that the Secretary-General has a lot less actual authority than is commonly assumed but considerable ability to shape the course of world affairs all the same, as long as he understands the complex nature of his power and influence (because the Secretary-General has always been a man, this study uses “he” throughout rather than distracting the reader with constant references to “he or she”. This is no comment on the desirability of a woman as Secretary-General). It further argues that character, intelligence, moral courage, charisma and competence shape a Secretary-General’s tenure as much as the Charter or any structural or political constraints. This combination of characteristics doesn’t need to come in the form of one person. Indeed it may be impossible to find in one person. Leadership by a UN Secretary-General must be understood to be carried out not by one individual but by the leadership team at the top of the Organization. It therefore matters enormously that there are people and processes in place to allow that team to function effectively. This is not an esoteric problem. The way members of the UN senior leadership team relate to one another, and the decisions they take, have major repercussions for people around the world.

The ninth Secretary-General will confront a complex, fast-changing and deeply interconnected world. His ability to influence a broad range of actors on a bewildering array of issues will be crucial to shaping the course of events. An effective Secretary-General will have to understand what motivates not only UN Member States and the many entities that compose the UN system, but also parliamentarians, civil society, the private sector, the social media space, concerned citizens and the larger public. His task will be to move these many actors towards collective solutions to global problems. In many cases, his most critical contribution will be to shift the dial of global public opinion so that politically difficult solutions to major issues become possible. In some cases, the United Nations will need to deliver that solution. The Secretary-General will lead an Organization that has more troops deployed around the world under its flag than any country with the exception of the United States and a larger annual budget than many countries1. He will thus have almost unparalleled global agenda-shaping authority but less managerial authority than most big city mayors or indeed the heads of UN agencies whom he is expected to lead.

Member States and their people have high expectations of the United Nations and deserve leadership that can deliver on these many challenges. They need to trust that its leadership can perform effectively and, in turn, the leadership of the UN needs to trust that Member States will use the UN responsibly. This study attempts to show what it takes for the Secretary-General to shape responsible use of the organization by the membership and to then manage it effectively in delivering on what the membership asks. By examining the factors that shape decision-making at the top of the Organization, the study sheds light on how the Secretary-General’s agency – diffuse and widely misunderstood as it is – translates into action. Part I examines the nature of political power and decision-making. Part II looks at the UN ecosystem and at how well past Secretaries-General have understood and exercised their power. Part III reflects on the trade-offs and realities of the Secretary-General’s role before concluding with a set of concrete recommendations to an incoming Secretary-General about the value of rigorous, strategic decision-making processes that allow him or her to maximise his influence over Member States, the vast UN machine, and the world. Absent this rigour, opportunities will be missed, costly mistakes made, trust further eroded, and the Organization’s quest to stay relevant in a rapidly changing world will be badly undermined.
PART I: LEADERSHIP AND DECISION-MAKING

“...The need for a brave and decisive new secretary general is literally a matter of life and death, in fact many deaths.”

Introduction: “Great Leaders are Great Decision-Makers”

In all the ink spilled on the role of the Secretary-General, surprisingly little has been devoted to the day-to-day realities: the pressures, personalities and politics that shape his key decisions and actions. Biographers have provided important insights into the personal stories of individual Secretaries-General. They have told the story of diplomatic and normative endeavours but have not, by and large, examined the institutional context within which the Secretary-General must operate. Most comparative scholars, on the other hand, have treated the role as if the person who occupies it is secondary to larger questions about power and international institutions. To the extent any attention has been paid to decision-making within the UN, most of the focus has been on the vertical decision-making processes involving Member States and the intergovernmental machinery. Very little has been written on the horizontal decision-making processes involving the senior leadership of the UN system, which are almost as consequential a factor in his effectiveness and on which a Secretary-General spends as much, if not more, time. As such, the story about what it really means to be Secretary-General has not been fully told.

This is not unique to those who study the UN. International relations theory has typically treated states and international organizations as unitary actors and focused at a very macro level on the broad features and structure of the international system. Even studies of specific international organizations have tended to assume they act cohesively. But in the 1950s, a field of international relations theory emerged dedicated to studying the “black box” of (mostly American) foreign policy decision making. This body of research recognized that foreign policy making was not simply a rational calculus of powers and interests but a deeply human process involving “diverse personalities, competing—and sometimes unclear—role assignments, misperceptions, biased processing, wishful thinking, problematic group dynamics, ineffective lines of authority and communication, and other common human elements.” There thus emerged an extensive body of literature examining the agency of individual decision-makers, and the complexities, peculiarities, processes and conditions that shape decision-making by world leaders. Nobody has yet turned this lens on the United Nations. This study attempts to do so.

To fill the gap, the study looks at the agency of the Secretary-General and the conditions that shape his decision-making. It attempts to tease out the key factors that shape his effectiveness in this regard: his own personality, competence and leadership style; his relationship with the senior officials and the UN entities they manage; the advisory and decision-making systems he puts in place; his relationships with Member States, how he influences them and they him; and his evolving relationships with actors beyond the immediate UN ecosystem. It argues that the Secretary-General’s power is largely that of persuasion. The exercise of this power is a complex undertaking in today’s fast-changing global landscape, requiring a rare combination of communication, leadership and managerial skills on the part of the person occupying the job, as well as a recognition that the job is carried out not by one individual alone but by a senior leadership team with collective responsibility. The aim is to influence an increasingly diverse set of actors, from UN agencies to Member State governments to parliamentarians, civil society, private sector and citizens around the world. The UN’s legitimacy rests in part on the integrity and effectiveness of the Secretary-General and the Secretariat he oversees. The way in which he projects leadership over and steers the UN ship directly bears on his ability to play his increasingly complex role on the world stage.
Why study decision-making?

The value of looking specifically at decision-making is that it reveals the ways in which power is translated into action. Understanding decision-making is central to understanding the behaviour of organizations. Decision-making is the most common task of managers and executives and decisiveness perhaps the single more important quality in great leaders. It is vital to effective governing and to the running of large corporations. Decisions taken at the very top of large organizations, whether public or private, are usually difficult, characterized by complexity, uncertainty, time pressures and hard trade-offs. In this, the UN is no different. But the UN is a very different ecosystem to the average government, never mind to large companies. In fact, there is not one United Nations but many. Authority and decision-making power are diffuse. Lines of accountability and control are tangled. Mandates and tasks overlap. Success usually has 193 parents and failure only one. Within this complex system, the Secretary-General is a lynchpin. He sits at the intersection of the many UNs – that of the Member States, of the UN system of agencies, funds and programmes, of the UN Secretariat, and of “we the peoples” all around the globe. Understanding his relationships with each of these UNs is key to understanding his decision-making power and informs the structure of this study.

These are not minor issues. The ad hoc and diffuse decision-making and management culture at the United Nations has more than once contributed to serious organizational lapses. It is at the heart of a slow erosion of trust between the Secretariat and the Member States that, in turn, undermines many of the UN’s most important activities. One of the UN’s worst crises of credibility and legitimacy – the oil-for-food scandal – came about in part because the senior leadership of the organization failed to take seriously its oversight, management and decision-making responsibilities leading to "a pervasive culture of responsibility avoidance" and a "basic confusion within the highest offices of the Secretariat". Another – the inadequate response to the mass killing of civilians by the Sri Lankan government in 2008-9 – was attributed to an institutional decision-making culture dominated by trade-offs at the expense of clear principle, with the result that “decisions were made in a manner that did not give rise to comprehensive ownership or responsibility for their impact”.

More recently, an independent review of the Secretariat response to allegations of sexual exploitation and abuse by French soldiers in the Central African Republic found a “leadership vacuum” and a culture in which information was “passed from desk to desk, inbox to inbox, across multiple UN offices, with no one willing to take responsibility.”. Perhaps the most damaging stain of all – Rwanda – was also, at heart, an institutional failure where UN decision-makers lost sight of the human tragedy unfolding and, in so doing, failed to push for a robust response to the genocide, thereby playing into the hands of both the génocidaires themselves and the Member States with real leverage over the situation, who were disinclined to act and whom the UN essentially let off the hook. In none of these cases were the Secretary-General or UN entities as culpable as popular opinion was led to believe. But the leadership and decision-making failures at the heart of UN action in each case obscured the principles and lives at stake and left a permanent stain on the Organization.

But nor are these simple issues. Leadership and decision-making in the UN context are extraordinarily complex. There is so much more – and perversely also so much less – to the job of Secretary-General than the public supposes. His responsibilities are vast but his authority is minimal. He is answerable for all the ills of the world but exerts direct control over almost nothing. He has no real power other than the power of persuasion. He can motive, cajole, inspire, and even shame others into action but he cannot coerce them. He “moves the world but he cannot direct it.”. There is almost nothing he can do by decree alone and yet he is expected to exercise considerable intellectual and operational leadership in an ever more complex world, shaping international policy and the delivery of UN services globally while also giving voice to the hopes and fears of people all over the globe. Governments do not want to be upstaged or publicly chided by him but they want him to have the imagination, courage, common sense and capacity to take
initiative in an emergency or when they are not able to act. The UN system is not designed in such a way that he can run it like a CEO but he is expected to steer it all the same.

Relatedly, there is much more to the complex decisions a Secretary-General takes than at first there might appear. Put simply, at the UN, as in most governments and deeply political environments, nothing is as it seems. The Secretariat is often an alibi for inaction by others and is always caught between aspiration and reality. It’s “real functions and performance are often hidden behind mandates and reports that have little to do with is actual aims and activities. For example, the ‘real’ role of the Secretariat (and the Secretary-General) in some cases might be to take on an ‘impossible’ task (say a protracted civil war) for which Member State have no ready solution, keeping an issue alive as a subject of international attention, without being expected to find a decisive outcome. Or it might be to give powerful Member States a dignified exit from a messy intervention or through a Secretary-General’s statement test a position those Member States themselves are unwilling to voice publicly. These actual roles are often never clearly articulated nor reported, leaving objective assessment difficult”.

As such, judging decision-making in a highly political environment such as the UN is extremely difficult, since decision outcomes themselves are inherently political and thus may need to be judged by criteria that are not obvious. Decision-makers are subject to a complex array of pressures and incentives, which, like icebergs, are only partly visible above the water line. Most decisions are taken for reasons other than or in addition to their stated purpose. A “win” might not involve solving a problem but keeping important Member States satisfied or exerting influence on other actors in a causal chain that is impossible to discern. People become accustomed to operating in a murky world where many interests and agendas, known and unknown, are at play and where consensus-based decision-making is the norm. The supposed decision-making group may not actually be the place where decisions are truly taken but has value as a forum for generating buy-in for decisions and/or nurturing a collegial atmosphere amongst key players.

The decisions the Secretary-General takes involve multiple other balancing acts too: between the wishes of the Member States and the aspirations of the people around the world he tries to serve; between public advocacy and private diplomacy; between the pragmatism of getting things done and the norms and principles for which the UN stands. He must also navigate the contradictions built into his role: is he a leader or a manager? How can he be accountable for so much when he has authority over so little? Is he an impartial, honest broker or an actor with institutional interests? We will explore how the various holders of the office managed these tensions and more.

Can we compare the United Nations to other organizations?

These pathologies of the international decision-making landscape, and of the United Nations specifically, limit the utility of theoretical models of decision-making. But they do not excuse us from attempting to draw out lessons and insights that could help us shape that landscape and make best use of it, as we will try to do in Chapter Two. We are also limited by the fact that the United Nations is sui generis. It is difficult to meaningfully compare it to other organizations or to governments, never mind to the private sector. As Chapter Three covers in more detail, the United Nations is not a monolith and its decision-making processes involve the interplay between at least three different UNs: the intergovernmental bodies, the entities that make up the UN system, and the larger realm of civil society within which the Organization operates. However, as this study tries to show, there are experiences from those other settings that are worthy of more attention. Throughout the study, references are made to lessons from executive decision-making in large companies, collective decision-making in organizations such as the European Union and cabinet decision-making and steering capacities in modern government. It would be easy to dismiss such comparisons but it would also be short-sighted, given the complexity of the Organization and of the Secretary-General’s role. It will never be possible to import wholesale business or even government leadership and management practices into the UN ecosystem but it
will also be impossible for the Organization to continue to function without the benefit of some very important lessons from those settings. At stake is the UN’s ability to respond promptly and effectively to the growing demands of an ever more complex international environment.

**Overview**

The study is divided into three main sections. Section I looks at the changing nature of political power and leadership. Chapter One analyses the changing global landscape and its implications for leadership at the international level. It argues that the world today is dominated by problems no country can solve alone and that it is more important than ever to have strong leadership at the United Nations. Even though the Organization is not the only source of global leadership today, it is unique and valuable in its convening and legitimizing power. Moreover, power itself has evolved and the power of persuasion has great potential in the digital age. The true art of UN leadership is to wield the power of persuasion effectively, shaping the decisions of Member States and other actors and, where relevant, managing to deliver UN mandates through a complex, centrifugal and unwieldy bureaucracy. The study argues that this task is not something for one individual alone but rather something that falls to the senior leadership team at the top of the United Nations.

In that connection, Chapter Two turns attention to the factors that shape decision-making by this leadership team. It argues that the Secretary-General should recognise the importance of collective responsibility for key decisions and put in place the necessary conditions to share the burden of consequential decision-making with his senior team. This kind of decision-making by UN leadership is a complicated interplay of many factors: the character and style of the Secretary-General, the processes and relationships that bind the senior team together (or don’t), the institutional culture and structures of the bureaucracy that shape decision-making quite significantly (in particular the gatekeepers around senior decision-makers), the types of decision, the ways in which influence is exercised formally and informally, and the incentives for implementing decisions taken. This chapter blends theory from a wide range of literature with some initial observations about how these theories apply to a UN context.

Part II focuses more in depth on the UN context. Chapter Three explores the nature of the UN ecosystem and the many sources of the Secretary-General’s authority. It shows that most decision-making at the UN is a complex interplay between the three UNs – that of Member States, the UN system, and broader civil society – and the different forms of authority that the Secretary-General brings to bear – formal, informal, political, moral and operational. The conclusion is that a Secretary-General can only navigate this terrain effectively if he makes full use of his limited tools for strategic leadership and grasps the complicated political terrain in which he operates.

Chapter Four turns to the eight individual Secretaries-General to date, capturing how well they rose to this challenge. They were different personalities, faced with different political climates, but their experiences reveal some common challenges: of pushing Member States just far enough but not too far; of getting the best from a centrifugal and complex bureaucracy; and of balancing ideas, action and relationships so as to deliver results at the negotiating table and in the field. Trygve Lie was ill-suited to the role in many respects but deserves some credit for asserting the right of the Secretary-General to act independently of the major powers. Dag Hammarskjöld was visionary, organized, controlling, principled and decisive but his political and institutional legacy might look different had he not died tragically in office. U Thant was less assuming but did not shy away from tough decisions. Waldheim largely hewed to the wishes of the big powers and did not seek a major political role. Javier Pérez de Cuéllar was trusted by the major powers, politically savvy, patient, and unobtrusive. He was thus well placed to seize the opportunities presented by the thawing of the Cold War. Boutros-Ghali was not afraid to take unpopular decisions but failed to value persuasion or trust-building and paid the price by being denied a second term. Kofi Annan had an intuitive sense of how far he could push, both normatively and politically, but left office damaged by revelations about his approach to accountability. Decision-
making reforms taken at the end of his term brought the UN closer than it has ever been to true collective executive decision-making but these structures did not survive the ensuing decade intact. Ban Ki-Moon held office during a time of tectonic political and technological shifts that often reduced the UN to a supporting role but he successfully shepherded Member States to major agreements on climate and sustainable development. His leadership style was consciously low-key. The portraits confirm what the literature covered in Chapter Two led us to expect: that tone from the top matters, that leaders can and should set expectations to which the bureaucracy will respond, and that Member States, too, want to trust in the personal leadership of the Secretary-General even as they may occasionally undercut him in their own decision-making.

Chapter Five builds on the portraits by looking at the immediate orbit of the Secretary-General in more comparative depth over time. First it looks at his changing role and growing inbox. By any metric the demands of the role have increased exponentially. This constitutes a considerable leadership and management challenge and confirms the need for the Secretary-General to effectively manage his relationship with the UN bureaucracy, turning the vast machine into a source of support for his activities. The Secretary-General’s control panel in this regard is his own executive office. The chapter looks at the history, functioning and structure of the office, in particular the evolving roles of Chef de Cabinet and Deputy Secretary-General. It concludes that the geography, work culture and priorities of the office are usually a reflection of the Secretary-General’s own management style. The core task of the office is to do more than triage the many issues it confronts daily, getting out ahead of them and positioning the Secretary-General and the organization appropriately. A major component of this is structuring the relationship between the Secretary-General and the senior management team – the heads of the heavyweight departments and inner circle of agencies, funds and programs. The chapter examines the many factors that mitigate against this team functioning as such: the fact that senior appointments are politicized rather than based on merit, the institutional interests and incentive structures that pull these managers in separate directions, the fact that they compete for funds, the growing front office machinery that formalizes interaction between them, the self-censoring and risk-averse bureaucratic culture, and the sheer number of senior officials. It briefly notes that many of these dysfunctions are also reproduced in the field, undermining the effectiveness of the UN’s work there and also the quality of analysis and advice that is filtered back up the decision-making chain.

Chapter Six picks up on earlier points about the importance of instituting collective responsibility for decision-making in such a complex, centrifugal environment. It acknowledges that, even where they considered it, most previous Secretaries-General gave up on the idea of cabinet leadership in the UN Secretariat, stymied by the political nature of senior appointments and the sprawling structure of the Organization. However, the chapter argues that the cross-cutting and complex nature of today’s problems, which do not fit neatly into existing bureaucratic silos, make modern management practices a necessity, not a luxury. This is confirmed by a slew of independent reviews of some of the Organization’s darkest moments, which point at a flawed decision-making culture and basic managerial lapses as having contributed in no small part to the UN failure. The chapter looks at several recent attempts by the Secretary-General to put in place cabinet-style mechanisms, beginning with the Senior Management Group and ending with the Policy Committee. It concludes that the Policy Committee was the closest the UN has come to serious, structured decision-making with accountability for implementation and a built in mechanism for ensuring multiple advocacy. It further concludes that the Committee, while flawed and cumbersome, worked well as long as it was perceived as the primary channel for decision-making, driven and owned by the Secretary-General himself, and managed in an impartial way by the Secretary-General’s office. When ownership and engagement from the top appeared to fade, long-standing habits of forum-shopping reappeared and process discipline unraveled. The chapter concludes that the UN Secretariat has such strong forces and incentives driving it apart, only top-level commitment to structured decision-making will ensure such practices are sustained.
Chapter Seven takes a wider lens on a similar set of issues, looking at the Secretary-General’s relationship with the Chief Executives of all UN agencies, funds and programmes, and the potential of the Chief Executives Board to serve as a cabinet. It concludes that, as a body of legal equals, and in light of the limits of peer leadership in the United Nations, the CEB has little potential as a decision-making mechanism in the standard sense. It is a place where an effective Secretary-General can exercise considerable influence and persuasion but – absent major structural changes, which appear unlikely although some discussions are taking place in the context of the new global development agenda – it is likely to remain a place to get business blessed, rather than done.

Widening the aperture further, Chapter Eight looks at the relationship between the Secretary-General and Member States. Although they are no longer the only players capable of delivering solutions to shared global problems, Member States remain at the heart of the Organization. But they no longer trust UN leadership to run the organization effectively and UN leaders no longer trust them to use it responsibly. Restoring this trust is vital. This chapter argues that an effective Secretary-General can and will shape Member State decision-making, expanding their appetite for and trust in his ideas and leadership. This is a complex task, given the many voices with which Member States speak in the different UN organs and the complex relationship they have with the Secretariat, itself a principal organ. The chapter looks briefly at decision-making dynamics within the Security Council and the General Assembly and at the potential for the Secretary-General to shape the outcomes of these bodies, through both formal and informal means. They key conclusion is that the Secretary-General could be more strategic and assertive in his relationship with both bodies but, to that end, he would need to be better advised and able to pick and time his battles wisely. This chapter concludes with a look at two specific problems that materially undermine effective leadership and decision-making by the Secretary-General. Both straddle the intergovernmental and institutional parts of the machinery – the first and second UNs – and have further eroded the trust between them. The first is the serious disconnect between substantive decision-making and the process for securing resources to implement decisions. This disconnect begins in capitals, is reproduced in the intergovernmental decision-making architecture, and then mirrored further in the divisions within the Secretariat between policy and budget decisions. At the intergovernmental level, this means that budget decisions are overly politicized. Inside the Secretariat, substantive and budget tracks rarely intersect with the result that policy decisions are taken on the basis of wishful thinking and effective strategic planning and management practices are supplanted by a culture of workarounds and making do. A second disconnect is the dynamic whereby Member States protect their prerogatives to set the principal “policy orientation” for the Organization but fail to use the process as an effective tool for prioritizing the work of the UN system. As a result, managerially meaningless priorities are set biennially and rarely change, undermining any opportunity for dialogue at the strategic level between the Secretary-General and the membership about evolving needs and opportunities.

Part III provides some concluding thoughts about the tensions and challenges inherent in the Secretary-General’s role and makes recommendations for addressing these through more effective decision-making processes at the centre. Chapter Nine looks at ten balancing acts that every Secretary General performs in the course of his tenure. These include balancing stated versus actual goals; 193 Member States and seven billion people; the pressures from strong Member States with the needs of the weak; the mismatch between accountability and authority; the challenge of leading and managing at the same time; the tensions between serving as a global honest broker while also leading an institution with interests at stake; serving as advocate in chief while also being the world’s top diplomat; balancing pragmatism and principle; asking for permission versus asking for forgiveness; and, finally instituting collective responsibility in a very irresponsibly designed UN system.

Having laid out all the factors that condition decision-making by the Secretary-General, from the global to the institutional to the personal, the study then turns in Chapter Ten to more prosaic points about the conditions that need to be met to ensure strong leadership by an incoming
Secretary-General in the face of contemporary challenges and political and institutional realities. Several recommendations pertain to people. They include recognizing and catering for the impact of the tone from the top; paying more attention to the top management structure of the Organization; making senior appointments based on merit and expecting the senior leadership team to function as such; reducing the number of direct reports to the Secretary-General and putting in place clearer accountability in top headquarters and field positions; and, finally, being more judicious in how senior time and attention are allocated. In other words, learning to say no.

The remaining recommendations focus on process. They include the need to resurrect and protect a single, clear channel for taking major policy and management decisions; instituting collective responsibility as a clear principle governing the UN senior leadership team; ensuring multiple advocacy and subsidiarity in decision-making so that the voices of key stakeholders are heard and the time of key decision-makers is used on the right issues; streamlining the decision-making landscape so that it is not littered with competing committees; putting in place extremely simple and clear procedures for crisis decision-making; ensuring that the Secretary-General’s own office is strong and strategic enough to shape decision-making; adjudicate issues, advise the Secretary-General and serve as a link across the pillars without disempowering the line departments; resurrect a genuine capacity for long-range strategic thinking; taking more ownership of and care in monitoring implementation of decisions; realigning substantive, management and budgetary decisions and insisting that senior managers take ownership or and are well versed in all of them; paying more attention to the relationship with Member States and to the tactics of engaging with them on key decisions; and, finally, injecting a strategic communications dimension into consequential decision making as a matter of routine, not least in light of the changing global landscape described in the opening chapter.

These improvements are no silver bullet. Serious reform of the United Nations would go well beyond the issue of Secretary-General decision-making. It would involve a fundamental overhaul of intergovernmental oversight, financing and bureaucratic structures. But improvements to the decision-making processes at the heart of the Organization are something a Secretary-General can control and can do immediately. An early study on the role of heads of international organizations posited that their leadership depended particularly on how well they were able to handle relationships with three UN constituencies: top officials within the institution, Member States and the international system. This study bears out that theory. It concludes that, while there is a lot about the decision-making landscape that the Secretary-General cannot change, there is also a lot that he can influence and achieve as long as he recognizes the nature of his own power and how to wield it most effectively. It also concludes that, while the Secretary-General’s leadership and management roles are often viewed as distinct, they are, in fact, intimately linked.

The stark mismatch between responsibility and authority, and between expectations and reality, can make the job of Secretary-General seem like “the most impossible” in the world, as Trygve Lie so memorably described it to Dag Hammarskjöld. But “although the office has little real power, it provides very wide possibilities for exercising influence.” This is not a one-man (or one woman) job. Leadership at the UN is carried out not by the Secretary-General alone but by the team of senior advisers and officials with which he surrounds himself. For Member States – and indeed “we the peoples” – to get a return on the resources and trust they place in the United Nations, they need to understand that personal and institutional capacity shape a Secretary-General’s tenure as much as the political context. They need to recognize the importance of senior appointments and of how the senior team functions. They need to care about the decision-making machinery and structures that the Secretary-General puts in place. These things matter to the quality of leadership they can expect. In an increasingly complex world where ever more is demanded of the United Nations, the ninth Secretary-General will need to be a highly effective decision-maker with a deep understanding about the nature of his or her power. Personal and institutional capacity will need to blend to produce timely decisions in situations of deep uncertainty, pressure and risk. Hence this study.
Chapter 1. “Power Itself isn’t What it Used to Be”: the Changing Nature of Leadership

Problems without passports: the changing global landscape

In 2016, the members of the United Nations will choose their ninth Secretary-General. The new Secretary-General will take the helm of an Organization that has seen the world change almost beyond recognition in the 70 years since it was founded. The change is quantitative but also qualitative. The number of Member States has nearly quadrupled and the global population has nearly trebled. The budget of the UN is two thousand times what it was in 1946. Two superpowers have given way to a crowded field of global and regional powers, none of whom has the will or capacity to impose stability. Governments remain at the heart of international affairs but they are no longer exclusive actors. A host of new non-state actors has taken the stage, often wielding more leverage over global issues than governments. Computer processing power has doubled every two years and there are now more cell-phones in the world than there are people. Women did not have the right to vote in two-thirds of the founding Member States. As of this year, they can vote in all 193. Advances in technology, science and communications are redefining our lives, opening up infinite possibilities but also new risks. People, markets, and ideas are deeply integrated. Citizens are playing a more active role in governance and policy-making, at least in most democracies. The pace of change has increased dramatically. Time seems to have sped up. Risk is more contagious and unpredictable. We live in a world dominated by what a former UN Secretary-General called “problems without passports”.

These changes have profoundly altered relationships between and within UN Member States. The relative importance of economic, social, military and political factors in those relationships has evolved. Geopolitical tensions may have risen but even states that are politically at odds are deeply economically intertwined. Issues previously considered the domestic purview of states have become global, resulting in a marked diminution in sovereignty. Borders have come to mean less and less, even as the international system remains heavily state-based. Warfare is being redefined. Domestically states have ceded significant power to private sector and civil society actors, changing the ways they govern in the process. The relationship between governments and their citizens has changed. People are more informed, empowered (at least digitally) and educated than ever. They are also dramatically more urban and mobile, putting enormous pressure on infrastructure, energy, resources and the environment. The people left behind by globalization are increasingly concentrated in fragile states grappling with a toxic mix of violent extremism, transnational crime, conflict, poverty and environmental stresses. Many are victims of proxy wars fought in their countries by regional and global powers. The recent surge of migrants and refugees flooding to Europe has served as a stark reminder of the consequences of not addressing these acute needs.

All over the world, the twin promise and perils of globalization have caused rising popular disaffection with formal public institutions and leaders. The era of global austerity and financial crisis has shaken popular belief in the power of traditional institutions to solve problems. There has been a marked erosion in respect for international law, norms and institutions. Powerful countries are less persuaded than they were in 1945 about the rationale for voluntarily limiting their power. Middle powers are voicing their sense of disenfranchisement from established institutions and weaker countries increasingly question whether those institutions protect their interests effectively. Member States are becoming more transactional in their relationship with international institutions. There is an emerging sense that protecting our global commons – water, air, food, land, health and even communications – can only be done collectively but that we lack the necessary leadership and institutions. These changes are having a profound impact on international collective action and burden-sharing, making them vastly more difficult at a time when they are needed more than ever before.
Governance without governments: the impact on international cooperation and collective action

The international decision-making landscape has not kept pace with these trends. The issues are more complex, interconnected and unpredictable in their effects. It can be difficult to disaggregate them into manageable sub-sets or to build political coalitions for action. For instance, to address climate change requires an understanding of its interconnections with economic considerations, energy policy, natural resources, governance and politics. It means being able to galvanize the private sector, civil society and ordinary citizens. Pandemics are considered by the insurance industry as the top threat to human survival but preventing and responding to them, and indeed addressing health crises in general, requires understanding not just disease but also demographic, climatic and social dynamics. It means staying on top of advances in science and technology and the dynamics of the pharmaceutical industry. Resolving conflict is not simply a question of reaching agreements on ceasefires and power-sharing but requires an understanding of the transnational flows of finance, technology, ideology, and weapons, not to mention more sophisticated analysis of the drivers of violent extremism. New global agendas are being adopted in areas such as sustainable development, climate change, and disaster risk. These agendas recognize at a rhetorical level the deep interconnectedness of the challenges we face (the “what”) but they do not provide solutions for the “how”.

Many of our tools are proving hopelessly inadequate to these tasks. The world has “never been more integrated but less governed”\textsuperscript{15}. Our bureaucratic structures divide the world in ways that obscure our understanding of the interconnected mega-trends driving change in the world today\textsuperscript{24}. For instance, the response to the Ebola crisis in West Africa in 2014-15 showed how difficult it remains for the international system to break out of existing mind-sets and silos. What began as a health crisis soon evolved into a massive humanitarian, political and development crisis in the affected regions but the international response was hampered by an inability of the actors in these different silos to figure out what mechanisms to use in response\textsuperscript{25}. Similarly, conflict management tools such as peacekeeping are still largely country-specific even as the nature of warfare evolves into a transnational phenomenon. Peace operations in countries such as Afghanistan, Democratic Republic of Congo and Mali struggle to bring stability in part because the sources of instability lie across international borders, in the form of meddling neighbours, illegal drug-trafficking supply chains, flows of weapons, terrorism and violent extremist ideology. State-to-state negotiations on climate change omit many of the actors with the most power to bring about reductions in emissions. The development system remains premised on outdated notions about the nature, size and flows of development aid.

This problem is recognised but adapting our collective action toolbox will take time. The bar is very high for structural reform to multilateral institutions because powerful interests are at play. But time is not on our side. The information age has dramatically altered people’s expectations. The pace of decision-making has sped up. Social media and the 24-hour news cycle have shortened time horizons, increased the time pressures on decision-makers and exacerbated the so-called “tragedy of horizon” in political decision-making\textsuperscript{26}. World leaders are expected to pronounce immediately and accurately on complex global events. Creating the space for strategic decision-making has become more difficult than ever. Policy-makers are not in agreement as to what the priorities are. Global agendas such as the Sustainable Development Goals embrace a notion of interconnected challenges but complicate attempts to prioritise or more forward selectively, contributing to a collective paralysis.

These challenges place a very high premium on international leadership and decision-making, on the ability to identify emerging challenges and rapidly galvanize an adequate international response that cuts across traditional silos. For the ninth UN Secretary-General to play a meaningful role, he will need to have the personal qualities required for this kind of leadership and the machinery underneath him that will allow him to think strategically, act decisively and to
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communicate broadly. Absent prospects for imminent structural reform, the people and systems at the heart of the UN become critically important in the near-term.

Not only are the issues more complex, so is the field of actors. The number and variety of actors involved in international affairs has grown. The ‘international community’ can no longer be thought of as consisting merely of states and intergovernmental organizations. Many other actors have leverage. Many other actors are defining the issues, problems and opportunities. Private money dwarfs public. Individuals have power that states could only dream of when the UN was founded. Civil society organisations are key governance partners. Parliamentarians are playing a larger role on global issues. Even amongst states, the number of influential players has grown. Regional and emerging powers have become more assertive but are not necessarily willing to play by the same rules and values that prevailed during the long period of western dominance, in particular while the formal allocation of power (e.g. in the Security Council or the Bretton Woods institutions) fails to reflect power realities today. State-to-state discussions are clearly insufficient to solve most issues as they exclude many important players. With changes in the geopolitical landscape, states are also finding it harder to reach agreement. The international institutions at their disposal are decentralized and divided in different sectors. The digital revolution and globalization have eroded traditional hierarchy. In this complex and ambiguous environment, “power itself isn’t what it used to be”\textsuperscript{27}.

Already, twenty years ago, scholars characterised the efforts of the international community to manage shared problems as “governance without government”, lacking any central decision-making authority\textsuperscript{28}. One wonders how many more years will pass before speculation begins about a future of international governance without “governments”. The ninth UN Secretary-General takes the helm at a time when governments are still the main players and when their national interests are clearly still the basis for decision-making. This is certainly the case within the confines of the United Nations, one of the remaining bastions of Member State control. But foreign ministries no longer have a monopoly on foreign policy making at the national level and governments are no longer the only players necessary to manage global problems at the international level. These developments change the nature of the leadership that the Secretary-General may need to exercise in fundamental ways.

The changing nature of leadership

Any discussion of leadership must deal with the question of how a leader gets the members of a group or organization to act and move in a particular direction. So-called distributed leadership is a reality of modern organizations but tone and direction is still set from the top\textsuperscript{29}. The power to set and enforce direction comes in different forms, from the hard power of coercion (“might makes right”) to the material ability to reward people, to the softer power of association and shared connections (“guilt by association”; “peer pressure”). There is also sheer expert power based on knowledge; and, finally, the power of information and ideas\textsuperscript{30}. This last form of power – the power of ideas, persuasion and influence – has greater potential and weight in a world when the traditional levers of power are less effective, where new actors have taken the stage, where people can mobilize and take action without waiting for governments and where ideas can spread instantaneously. The power of persuasion has become as important as the power of the purse or the sword. But effective persuasion is not just skilful salesmanship. It “involves careful preparation, the proper framing of arguments, the presentation of vivid supporting evidence, and the effort to find the correct emotional match with your audience”\textsuperscript{31}. It involves a blend of personal and institutional capacity – the people at the top and the systems by which they decide.

This changes the very nature of leadership – who can exercise it, where it comes from and what it looks like. We often focus on the structural conditions that prevent resolution of today’s complex problems but leadership, human agency and ideas are just as important\textsuperscript{32}. The greater levels of complexity and uncertainty and acrimony that have crept into multilateral negotiations of late and the fact that national leaders find themselves increasingly constrained in addressing the
most pressing global challenges, make effective leadership at the international level an absolute must. Indeed, the scope for leadership is, in some respects, much greater than in the days of bipolar Cold War constraints and, in the fluid and ambiguous world of today, “leaders involved in foreign policy making can have more influence on what governments do”42. But very few countries seem prepared to show real global leadership – a problem often referred to as the “G Zero” world where nobody wants to take charge. This opens up real possibilities for leadership from the next Secretary-General. But what kind of leadership?

As will emerge repeatedly in this volume, leadership in international organizations is “not based on the ability to give orders but rather on the ability to convince member states to endorse proposals and to motivate staff to implement requests”43. The true art of UN leadership is to shape the decisions of Member States so that they can be implemented. Increasingly, this art involves outreach to many different actors beyond governments. It involves personal qualities that will emerge over the course of this study, including courage, vision, integrity and perseverance.

There is an intellectual dimension to the art of UN leadership. The ability to generate new ideas “can create a sense of legitimacy and of authority that the UN, lacking in conventional means of correction and rewards, otherwise does not have access to”44. Powerful ideas can alter the diplomatic calculation in capitals, raising the political costs of inaction. The UN has always been an important source of ideas for collective action, including concepts such as human rights, sustainable development, and peacekeeping. Indeed, some observers feel that it is the realm of such ideas that the UN has come closest to changing the world. To achieve this today, the Secretary-General needs to navigate an external environment that has become vastly more complex and crowded, in terms of the agenda and the actors involved, than anything faced by earlier occupants of the office. He needs to be a trusted source of ideas and a charismatic leader at a time when ideas and leadership are in short supply. He needs to be able to reach beyond governments and to create a context in which collective action appears possible in the face of seemingly insurmountable global challenges. This requires the ability to transcend the silos that traditionally carve up the way we see and interact with the world, to transcend Member States without losing their support, and to inspire a diverse range of actors to drive in the same direction.

There is also a more practical dimension. Good ideas must ultimately result in action. Where that action is undertaken by the United Nations, the Secretary-General has to be able to deliver results through an enormously complex bureaucratic machine. He needs to manage his relationship with that machine accordingly, to oversee and understand it effectively. This is a major leadership and management challenge. As will be covered in detail in subsequent chapters, the system grew haphazardly in response to changing needs and demands over the course of 70 years. Institutional structure adapted but did not truly keep pace with the expansion in scope and complexity of the demands on the Organization. Moreover, because of their structure and their lack of sovereign power, international organizations are “among the hardest bureaucracies to manage” and characterized by consensus-based decision-making whereby “staff have to be motivated to follow directions”45.

Nowhere is this more evident than in the UN. It is deeply hierarchical in culture but not in terms of meaningful authority. Across the UN, staff at all levels have their own political connections and are motivated not by decree but by their belief in what they do, often under trying conditions. With limited power to hire and fire, the Secretary-General needs instead to inspire. To earn and sustain the trust of the UN Member States, he needs to earn and sustain the trust of the machinery. But this is not trust is neither a given nor a constant; it is earned in the first instance through inspiring leadership but it is sustained through strong management. It requires him to delegate while remaining vigilant about many of the details. It is not a luxury but rather a necessary condition to managing the increasingly complex and fragmented system that needs to continue to adapt to changing geopolitical, technological and other conditions. This study will argue that robust decision-making structures are crucial to the effective exercise of a Secretary-General’s dilute power and to gaining results from the deeply complex UN machinery.
Finally, there is a clear normative dimension to UN leadership. It is not enough to shape decisions according to transient political interests and pressures. The Secretary-General is expected to uphold certain norms, values and principles in the process. Put another way, “effective UN leaders create space and validity” for the UN Charter, international norms and the idea of international service “amidst competing national and regional political prerogatives … they gain results for peace, for human rights, for development and social justice”\(^{41}\). He will inevitably face conflicting political pressures and an overwhelming number of crises while needing to articulate the long-term vision and fundamental principles on which the legitimacy of the UN is based. He also needs to earn and sustain public trust, to be seen as a reliable partner and a safe pair of hands not just by 193 Member States but by 7 billion people. This requires the ability to understand and speak to the concerns of people in terms that resonate broadly.

In other words, the ninth Secretary-General will be expected to be exercise leadership across a broader range of issue areas than any of his or her predecessors, managing a system of UN entities that is more complex than at any point in history and influencing a more diverse array of external actors than ever to work towards common goals. He or she will need to have the communication skills to move multiple audiences, the leadership and negotiation skills to innovate and create political space, and the management skills to build a UN team that delivers international agreements and collective action in technically complex and politically challenging areas. These challenges require: “an ability to navigate the complex external environment in a way that leads to the right results, and an ability to manage the administration so that member states are convinced that the resources they provide are being used properly”\(^{42}\).

This should not be reduced to simplistic questions about whether the Secretary-General is more “secretary” or “general”. In truth, he must be both. And many other things besides: a norm entrepreneur, the global crisis manager of last resort, a competent manager of huge operations in the field, an activist, an administrator, a leader of the UN system, a giver and a taker of orders, a secular pope, a superb storyteller, a master at the art of persuasion and an embodiment of “we the peoples”. Navigating these many roles effectively takes different skills than it did in the past and different relationships with the many parts of the UN ecosystem – Member States, the Secretariat, the agencies, funds and programmes – and with the public.
Understanding Political Decision-Making

Sir Humphrey: If you want to be really sure that the Minister doesn't accept it, you must say the decision is "courageous".

Bernard: And that's worse than "controversial"?

Sir Humphrey: Oh, yes! "Controversial" only means "this will lose you votes". "Courageous" means "this will lose you the election"!

Studying decision-making is a useful way to examine how power translates into action. There is an enormous body of academic and business literature on the science of decision-making. Many theories have been put forward to explain the different factors and approaches. Some models assume it is a process of rational deliberation, while others argue that key decisions are most often the result of bargaining among diverse political interests. Some theories focus on the psychology of individual decision-makers while others underline the defining influence of the organizational cultures within which decision-makers operate. These models are not mutually exclusive. Nor are any of them applicable in their entirety to the “polities, power and pathologies” of an international organization such as the United Nations. However, they each shed light on important aspects of decision-making that shape the way in which a Secretary-General should think about his role: what individual traits top decision-makers bring to bear, how the environment in which they operate shapes the choices before them, whether and how their grasp of the issues influences the outcome, how adequate and important the machinery available to decision-makers is, how power is wielded and how decisions ultimately translate into reality.

The leader: setting tone and direction from the top

“It is necessary to get a lot of men together, for the show of the thing, otherwise the world will not believe. That is the meaning of committees. But the real work must always be done by one or two men” – Anthony Trollope

Philosophers and social scientists have debated for centuries whether or not individual leaders matter or whether they are too constrained by their environment to exercise much influence. This study starts from the premise that the personality of the leader will affect the decision-making environment in multiple ways and that the quality of global governance depends much on individual leadership as it does on the content of agreements or the effectiveness of the international machinery. This is consistent with the points made by many of those interviewed for this study. They argued that the tone from the very top of an organization was the single most important factor in determining its direction and setting its values. Citing individual experiences with changes in Foreign Minister, head of government or UN Secretary-General, they emphasized that a leader’s own style, competence and character are still more influential than any political and bureaucratic constraints. The portraits of Secretaries-General in the next chapter appear to bear this observation out. It is striking how different they were and how differently they grappled with the complexities of the job.

It is worth understanding, therefore, what personal attributes bear most on a leader’s ability to lead a complex organization and to take good decisions. Decision-making is inherently subjective and different people will arrive at different decisions under same circumstances. These differences are the focus of psychological approaches in the literature, which look at how decision-making is affected by unconscious biases, conscious beliefs, self-confidence, courage, risk-tolerance, and cognitive limitations. Among the most basic questions: what kind of character, personality and charisma matter most? What mental skills, integrity and intellect? What moral courage? How important is personal intuition, the ability to relate to people and to manage them? And what of political communications skills? In addition, there are wide variations in leadership style including, for instance, work habits, how the decision-maker likes to receive information, how he makes up his mind, and how willing he is to tolerate conflict and disagreement.
All of these attributes will bear on the leadership and decision-making style. They might determine the decision-making processes the leader prefers and the issues that will command attention. They might shape his sense of the possible and how actively he involves himself in the issues. Leaders set expectations based on their judgements about what is possible or not and these perceptions about what constraints exist greatly affect the advice the leader ultimately receives. They might influence whom she or he appoints as his senior advisers (an under-confident leader might choose to appoint weak advisers who do not threaten his or her authority, for instance). There are well known individual cognitive limits that affect how the leader filters and interprets the information he or she is given. The ability of every individual to listen and digest information will vary, as will the lens they apply to that information, which is heavily influenced by their own personal and cultural background, personal values and political leanings. As was once said about US Presidents, “the degree and quality of a President’s emotional involvement are powerful influences on how he defines the issue itself, how much attention he pays to it, which facts and persons he sees as relevant to its resolution, and, finally, what principles and purposes he associates with the issue”\textsuperscript{51}. People hear what they want to hear, often falling into the “confirmation bias” trap whereby they interpret what they hear in ways that confirm their preconceptions.

So as to inject some rigour into psychological studies of leadership, Hermann has developed a ‘leadership trait analysis’ to identify the seven psychological traits that have an effect on the quality of foreign policy decision-making by leaders: 1) need for power; 2) distrust; 3) conceptual complexity; 4) self-confidence; 5) belief in ability to control events; 6) task (versus relationship) orientation; and 7) in-group bias\textsuperscript{52}. From this analysis she offers different models of decision-maker. The ‘expansionist’ challenges constraints and is more problem- than relationship-focussed. The ‘influential’ respects constraints, is closed to information and more focused on relationships than the task. ‘Opportunistic’ leaders are open to information, focussed on the problem and respectful of constraints. We will return to these categories in Chapter Four. The portraits of the Secretaries-General appear to confirm that those who scored highest in a leadership trait analysis are those with the reputation for having been particularly effective\textsuperscript{53}. This appears to confirm the value of isolating and prioritizing certain attributes when selecting leaders of organizations such as the UN. Several bear singling out in this chapter because they seem especially important for a leader whose remit is massive and whose power is illusory. Some of the traits below are not fully captured in the leadership trait analysis but have emerged from this study as equally crucial.

The first trait worth singling out is courage. Physical courage is easily understood and highly valued. Moral and political courage are less easily quantified or recognized but are absolutely vital to the exercise of leadership of a norm-based organization. The courage to take tough decisions in the service of what is right and to stand up for those decisions in the face of contrary pressures is arguably critical to leadership of any complex organization, public or private, but “the UN is an organization where courage in leadership, in particular moral courage, is a necessity to safeguard the essence of the organization, to uphold its authority and to promote the realization of its objectives. At the same time, much in the Organization’s operating environment and culture mitigates against the exercise of courage in leadership”\textsuperscript{54}. Decision-making at this level is enormously complex and full of risk. Easier decisions are typically taken lower down the chain of command. When the Secretary-General takes a decision, the stakes are high, the issues complex and the pressure intense. Most decisions will be unpopular with someone. It should go without saying that personal courage is a prerequisite of the job. And yet not every previous incumbent has demonstrated this quality.

Closely related to courage is intelligence, both emotional and intellectual. Courageous decision-making must be underpinned by insight and strategic vision that is aware of the risks but can also see the opportunities\textsuperscript{55}. Achieving such insight and vision in today’s complex landscape requires a high degree of political and intellectual acumen. Leaders with a high ability to cope with conceptual complexity tend to seek information and are open to alternatives. They are more
likely to be able to identify opportunities amidst complexity and to formulate a vision that others will be willing to follow: “envisioning exciting possibilities and enlisting others in a shared view of the future, is the attribute that most distinguishes leaders from non-leaders.” Leaders who do not deal well with complexity tend to fixate on the issues they can grasp (often those easy to measure or see) and to close off contradictory or difficult information. Compensating for an intellectually weak leader places enormous strain on the structures and staff in the leader’s immediate orbit. The effects of a leader who fails to grasp the issues were evident in the Reagan White House, where “it was impossible to know” who was in charge, where decision-making was opaque and where “you didn’t always get clean and crisp decisions. You assumed a lot … you had to.” One observer often wondered “who’s in charge here? I could never understand where power was in that White House; it kept moving. I’d see men in suits huddled in a hall twenty paces from the Oval Office, and I’d think, there it is, that’s where they’re making the decisions. But the next day they were gone and the hall was empty.” In an organization with centrifugal tendencies, such as the UN, such a problem would be less easily masked and overcome. A leader who fails to grasp or does not engage on the complexity of the issues cannot effectively navigate the many balancing acts the job entails or seize the opportunities that present themselves, often fleetingly.

A third, related trait is the leader’s belief in his or her ability to control events. Strong such belief is correlated with a controlling approach to decision-making and an unwillingness to delegate. On the other hand, insufficient confidence in this regard can lead to indecisiveness or feelings of impotence, creating a leadership vacuum and the risk of bureaucratic interests driving decision outcomes. This distinction can be particularly important in diffuse organisations that lack a single centre of political gravity and where persuasion is as important as more traditional forms of power. For instance, it comes through clearly in much of the coverage about the different leadership styles of the last three chairs of the US Federal Reserve – Alan Greenspan, Ben Bernanke and Janet Yellen – where Greenspan’s “maestro” style of leadership gave way to “the Fed norm of trying to be the human embodiment of an Excel spreadsheet: gray, data-driven, personality-less, passion-free decision makers.” While passion-free leadership may be appropriate for a Fed single-mindedly holding down interest rates, it may be less appropriate for an international organization facing the kinds of complex, interconnected challenges and barriers to collective action that are likely to confront an incoming Secretary-General of the UN.

No account of decision-making by the Secretary-General is complete without portraits of the actual individuals who have done the job. Those portraits, contained in Chapter Four, will rely heavily on the insights offered in this section, looking at the extent to which the different Secretaries-General exhibited the traits mentioned above and how those traits contributed to their effectiveness as decision-makers and leaders. It will show that they varied widely in their self-confidence and belief in their ability to shape the global agenda. And that this self-confidence alone noticeably affected their apparent power or powerlessness. It will show that the increasing complexity of the issues on the UN agenda and the equally complex international machinery that must try to respond, have made it almost sine qua non that a Secretary-General possess the intellectual capacity to grasp complexity and to take difficult decisions.

For all that the personality of the leader matters greatly, leadership in the modern age is not carried out by individuals alone. It is rare for one individual to take decisions entirely in isolation. They are rarely the only person within what the literature calls the “decision unit”. This is usually composed of the senior team or closest advisers. Most corporations have a top executive team that typically consists of the CEO and his or her direct reports. The existence of decision units is a largely positive thing, given that human beings are unlikely to be able to spot and safeguard against their own errors in judgment. But the value of collective decision-making is not always clear to the leaders themselves. It is to this issue that we now turn.
**The group: the value of collective responsibility**

“Bye the bye, there is one thing we haven’t agreed upon, which is, what are we to say? Is it better to make our corn dearer, or cheaper, or to make the price steady? I don’t care which: but we had better all tell the same story.”  

Consequential decisions at the highest levels of business and government almost always involve several decision-makers and advisers. Decisions reached this way tend to be better and more lasting. At a very basic level, this is because a group of advisers can compensate for the individual limitations of any leader. They can bring not only their personal strengths and perspectives to bear but also their functional insights from different parts of the organization. Putting in place clear group decision-making procedures is thus a safeguard against “good leaders making bad decisions” because it prevents the most important decisions being overly skewed by individual biases. The business literature is nearly unanimous on this fact: “for important decisions, we need a deliberate, structured way to identify likely sources of bias—those red flag conditions—and we need to strengthen the group decision-making process.” Moreover, better decisions will be made if all alternatives and options are openly discussed. Participants in the decision-making process are more likely to support the final outcome even if it’s not the one they want if they believe their ideas and thoughts were truly considered. This is not to say that formal process need become an enemy of timely or flexible decision-making. But clear procedures for taking decisions are an important safeguard for diversity of thought and input. This is particularly so for complex organizations.

In addition to these managerial reasons, there are also strong political reasons for putting place group-decision-making structures in governmental and intergovernmental settings. Collective ownership of decisions guards against political pressures and greatly enhances the chances of implementation. The principle of collective responsibility in government developed in eighteenth century England. It was initially a means for the ministers to stand up to King George III, counteracting his tendency to divide and rule by attempting to exert collective influence upon him. The ministers began to operate according to the principles of unity and solidarity, submitting unified advice to the monarch without any indication of dissent and, ultimately developing the collective power to contemplate policies they knew he opposed, such as the emancipation of the Catholics. The modern UK cabinet system supported by a cabinet office with clear decision-making procedures emerged in the early part of the twentieth century, when World War I required faster and better coordinated decisions to be made across government. Today’s UK cabinet has twenty-one members and meets weekly. It is not hard to see how important a similarly united front from senior UN leadership might be for pushing Member States and others towards action.

Most governments and international organizations now have some form of collective decision making at the executive level. Governments that use the parliamentary system formally adhere to the principle, whereby members of the cabinet must publicly support all governmental decisions made in cabinet, even if they do not privately agree with them. It is widely felt that this approach leads to speedier and better decisions, although only if there is a minimum of collective unity within the cabinet. It is premised on the understanding that ministers do not stray into each other’s areas of competence. It can also be argued that ministerial unanimity has become “a practical device which prevent[s] fragmentation of publicly-expressed opinion by ministers unlikely to be fully conversant with all aspects and ramifications of the full range of public policy.” In other words, the principle has become more valuable as the range of issues confronting the average government or international organization has become more complex.

The European Commission also operates according to this principle, with the “College” of Commissioners taking decisions collectively. The Commissioners do not have any individual decision-making powers, except when they are authorised by the Commission to take measures in their own name in their area of responsibility (so-called “empowerment procedure”). In such cases, they assume the political and legal responsibility on behalf of the Commission. Otherwise,
collective decision-making is thought to ensure that decisions are of high quality, since all Commissioners have been consulted, that the Commission remains independent and free of partisan pressures, and that political responsibility is shared by all Commissioners even when decisions have to be voted upon. It also ensures that Commissioners are equally accountable for decisions and “once a decision is taken, every Member of the College is responsible for respecting, promoting and defending it. A Commission decision is needed to amend a Commission decision”.

The principle of shared political responsibility for the most consequential decisions should hold great appeal for a UN Secretary-General whose actual authority over senior UN officials is weak and variable. The closest the UN has come to putting in place similar understandings and practices is the Policy Committee, which will be covered in depth in Chapter Six. It reveals the difficulties involved in creating and sustaining disciplined collective decision-making over time, not least given the many disincentives built into the governance, funding and politics of the UN machine. It further reveals that, only with concerted effort and ownership from the top of the organization, do such practices happen. This is not unique to the UN. In no organization does the practice of collective responsibility happen by itself. It comes about only with conscious managerial effort to put in place and protect the necessary structures and discipline. The leader and top officials involved need to recognize its value. This is never a given.

The importance of the group in leadership decision-making is often overlooked, not only in the literature (emphatically including the literature about the Secretary-General) but by leaders themselves. The business literature reveals that senior executives often overlook the importance of their top team’s inputs and tend to focus more on their individual roles. The same is true of heads of state and government. British Prime Ministers, for instance, have varied widely in the extent to which they have relied on their cabinets. While Thatcher did so consistently, Major did so less and less over time as divisions within his government grew and Blair was often accused of sidelining his cabinet and centralizing decision-making at Number 10. This reminds us that, even in the country that gave birth to the principle of collective responsibility, the individual leader can choose to make full use of it or merely go through the motions. The principle of collective decision-making is thus reliant on the people involved.

Failure to recognize the importance of collective decision-making can have serious consequences. It can result in failure by top leadership to assign value to or give proper thought to putting in place procedures for top managers to pull together. It is often overlooked when senior appointments are made. And, once those appointments are made, leaders too often expect the senior team to pull together without giving conscious thought to bringing this about. This is a pity because who is in the decision-making group and how the group operates “matters tremendously”.

There is a substantial body of literature on the characteristics of group decision-making and the effects of group behaviours on decision-making outcomes. Group dynamics, group size, the role of the leader within the group, and the procedures the group adopts for taking decisions all have an impact on the outcome. The most well-known phenomenon is group-think, whereby groups reach premature and poorly thought out decisions because, knowingly or unknowingly, they discourage dissent and debate. Scholars agree that groups that close themselves off from a wide variety of inputs or scrutiny tend to perform less well than those that are open to new information and to dissent. But they don’t necessarily agree on the solutions. Janis recommends “vigilant” decision-making with extensive information-gathering and analysis but others argue that the real solutions lie in “greater leader strength, more centralization of authority, greater rigidity, more willingness to take risks, less legalism and more optimism”. Conscious effort is clearly needed, especially in consensus-oriented cultures such as the UN, to avoid the group-think trap.
One clear variable in that respect is the role the leader plays within the group, how he is regarded by the group and the “relative experience and relationship between the executive and his advisors”\textsuperscript{73}. One question is whether or not the leader is actively interested in the matter at hand and/or whether he exercises strong leadership within the group: “lack of leadership can be highly problematic, as it leaves room for both un-ending in-fighting between various factions in the group and for little oversight over the implementation of group orders”\textsuperscript{74}. Inter-personal dynamics have a bearing on how much the group self-censors and whether the leader actively solicits dissenting views and is willing to revise initial views in response to discussions\textsuperscript{75}. This requires the leader to be comfortable with dissent and possibly rancor, and to be self-confident enough to manage differences amongst his or her senior team and to be willing to make a judgement. It is no small leadership feat to ensure frank but collegial discussions in political environments where institutional considerations frequently pit the participants against each-other. A group that is “frequently impaired by divisive fights over its rules and procedures [or] incessant jockeying for position or members who spend much of their time trying to pull down one or more of their colleagues” is unlikely to be effective\textsuperscript{76}. Immediate group structures, dynamics between other group members and the quality of the teamwork in the group also have a major effect\textsuperscript{77}. As David Rothkopf observes a propos foreign policy creation in the US government, it is a “collaborative art form... a fact that has been lost on many presidents who have viewed their cabinets as a series of individual slots to be filled and then could not understand why coordination became impossible, rivalries emerged and ineffectiveness (and worse) resulted”\textsuperscript{78}. The size and stated purpose of the decision-making group matter too. In 1958, Cyril Parkinson semi-humorously conjectured that cabinets and other government bodies lose effectiveness once they are larger than about 20 people, He called this the “co-efficient of inefficiency”. This theory has been tested recently and found to be surprisingly strong, showing that opinion formation within groups becomes almost impossible once the group exceeds twenty individuals\textsuperscript{79}. In government, the size of the cabinet can vary enormously. The current range in 193 Member States is from 5 to 54\textsuperscript{80}. There are many other determinants of a successful cabinet, most stemming from the political cohesion, vision, leadership and other characteristics of the government itself\textsuperscript{81}. The ability of the chair, be he prime minister, Secretary-General or CEO, to manage the group and deftly handle the psychology of persuasion is also key, not least since “no leader can hope to persuade, regularly and single-handedly, all the members of the group. The most influential leaders are those who know how to arrange the group conditions to allow the principle of social proof to work in their favour”. Clearly, one factor in the workability of the group is its size. Given the pattern in the UN of slowly expanding membership of the top decision-making bodies so that all issues and the officials responsible for them are seen to have a seat at the table, the importance of group size should be recognized. The purpose of the group and how well it is understood by the members, and by the organization as a whole, can also have a significant bearing on the effectiveness of decision-making because “decisions about who is on what committee, what committee makes what decision, who recommends, who implements, how they do it and what is required to start or stop an action can have a profound impact on events”\textsuperscript{82}. This is not to say that every decision needs to be taken in the same format. The business literature recognizes that senior executives need different configurations of people for different types of decisions. Many senior executives use informal gatherings or trusted kitchen cabinets to take key decisions. Even in a more formal group of peers, some people and functions will always carry more weight than others. Executive teams are, in effect, legislatures, with each member representing a significant constituency within the organization. Its members are typically asked to take off their functional hats and to view the organization holistically but they also bring important functional perspectives to bear. This marriage of horizontal corporate responsibility with vertical, functional responsibility is particularly complex in governmental settings where the top echelon of
officials is often composed of political appointees. The UN is no different in this respect. The senior leadership is largely composed of individuals whose careers and loyalties are not bound to the UN in the long-term. Moreover, their functional loyalties – to whatever agency, department or issue they represent – can often pull them in a different direction than corporate loyalty would suggest. All the more reason, then, to put in place rigorous decision-making procedures that protect the Organization from these centrifugal pressures and enable the Secretary-General to exercise maximum possible authority and influence. As we will see in subsequent chapters, this logic has not always prevailed in practice.

Even in less politically complex environments, lack of clarity as to the role of the group can give rise to problems. For instance, problems arise when the participants in the formal executive team are given to believe that they are being asked to take a decision when, in fact, they are only being asked to advise or offer views. Team members who are repeatedly presented with “done deals” grow disempowered and disaffected, feeling that they are being used as rubber stamps for decisions taken elsewhere. The solution is not necessarily to insist on using the formal executive team for all decisions but to be clear in advance what the expectations are. This includes clarity as to whose role it is to recommend a course of action on a key decision, who actually decides, bringing the decision-making process to closure and committing the organization to implementing it. The literature argues that only one person should “have the D” since tug-of-wars result when multiple people believe themselves to be in charge. It also advises against assigning too many people the right to agree (and therefore veto) or to have input, since not all will make meaningful contributions. In subsequent chapters we will examine how easily these principles and lessons can be applied to a UN environment. Many of them are difficult to apply in an organization where the decision-making responsibility is already shared between Member States and UN officials and where, within the Secretariat, the inclination is to disperse it further. Chapter Four will show how different Secretaries-General grappled with this challenge while Chapter Six will look at specific attempts to put in place collective decision-making mechanisms.

The social space: institutional culture and structures

“Sir Humphrey Appleby: Minister, the traditional allocation of executive responsibilities has always been so determined as to liberate the Ministerial incumbent from the administrative minutiae by devolving the managerial functions to those whose experience and qualifications have better formed them for the performance of such humble offices, thereby releasing their political overlords for the more onerous duties and profound deliberations that are the inevitable concomitant of their exalted position.

James Hacker: Now, whatever made you think I wouldn't want to hear that? Sir Humphrey Appleby: Well, I thought it might upset you. James Hacker: How could it? I didn't understand a single word. Humphrey, for God's sake, for once in your life put it into plain English. Sir Humphrey Appleby: If you insist. You are *not* here to run this Department. James Hacker: I beg your pardon. Sir Humphrey Appleby: You are *not* here to run this Department. James Hacker: I think I am. The people think I am, too. Sir Humphrey Appleby: With respect, Minister, you are... they are wrong. James Hacker: And who does run this Department? Sir Humphrey Appleby: I do.”

A central premise of this study – and something any fan of ‘Yes Minister’ already knows – is that the institutional culture and bureaucratic structures supporting decision-making have much more of a bearing on the content and outcome than is commonly understood. Theories of organizational process support this conclusion, arguing that decisions are limited not only by the cognitive constraints of the individual leader or the dynamics within the decision-making group
but also by the routines and culture of the organization within which the decisions are being taken. Decisions of consequence are taken in an institutional environment and the people taking those decisions “collect information and deliberate in ways that are in accordance with the norms, rules and procedures set down prior to any one particular decision-making event”\(^85\). Structures and procedures, once created, “dramatically affect the course of decision-making”, shaping and mediating it in both positive and negative ways\(^86\). Peoples’ behaviour is conditioned by the rules of the group and the process channels in place often “privilege or hinder the influence of certain actors”. Moreover, those who accurately understand how a structure operates are in a much better position to make it work to their advantage than those who do not\(^87\). This is perhaps more true of a deeply political bureaucracy such as the United Nations than almost any other environment.

Organizational culture has been shown time and again to contribute directly to the quality of decision-making. This is true of the private sector as much as the public sector. It is thought, for instance, that a dysfunctional management culture in General Motors – which once controlled half of the American car market – had “direct and disastrous consequences for the quality of decision-making” with the result that the company was forced to file for bankruptcy and to take a government handout in 2009, while Ford, which faced exactly the same external challenges, avoided the same fate. Instead of open and candid communication within the executive team, there was the “G.M nod”, whereby “everyone nods in agreement on a proposed plan of action, but then leaves the room with no intention to follow through”. This was compounded by “reluctance to deliver bad news up the management chain” and “lack of communication among different slices of an overstuffed bureaucracy”\(^88\). In Japan, an independent investigation of the flawed preparation for and response to the Fukushima Daiichi disaster found that it was a largely man-made problem attributable to “reflexive obedience; reluctance to question authority; and devotion to ‘sticking with the program’”\(^89\).

These points are resonant of many of the interviews conducted for this study. The culture of consensus-based decision-making is strong in international organizations at both intergovernmental and internal levels and the UN is no exception. Unlike formal votes, consensus-based decisions conceal differences of power and influence amongst the decision-makers. They allow everyone involved to buy into the outcome even if their views did not prevail. They obscure any conflict or trade-offs that arise in the bargaining process and allow the decision-makers to avoid admitting defeat. It has been described as “organized hypocrisy”\(^90\). The risk that the organizational culture of the United Nations poses to the exercise of leadership has been articulated by many of the Secretaries-General, none more clearly than Annan who lamented the “damaged culture, which is seen as limiting creativity, enterprise, innovation and indeed leadership itself”\(^91\).

To counter the insidious effects of self-censorship and consensus-based decision-making, it is important for a leader to have a deep understanding of the organization he runs. This includes the social space in general and the specific players whose goals and actions are crucial in defining decision outcomes. These players are not only the decision-makers themselves but also include the stakeholders, who stand to benefit or suffer as a consequence of the decision and who can be expected to attempt to influence the decision-making process if they can. Then there are the decision-makers themselves. Decision-makers are often subject to the pull of contradictory pressures and to factors such as hierarchy, the institutional hats they wear and the views of their various stakeholders and constituencies. There are also the decision-implementers, usually not the same people as the decision-makers but who have it in their power to undermine the decision if they do not agree with it and have not been brought on board. Finally, there is the wider community who may be affected by the decision and whose support can be critical. This theory is particularly useful in an intergovernmental setting where many different actors, constituencies and interests are at play\(^92\). In a UN context, it means having a deep understanding of the motives and agendas of Member States, UN entities, UN staff, the wider civil society and indeed others as well. As the issues on the international agenda have become more complex, interconnected and entwined in domestic affairs, the number of interests at stake in each major decision has grown\(^93\).
For the Secretary-General, even within his immediate orbit there will be many divergent interests at stake. These interests will tend to map closely to the structure of the bureaucracy and the different bureaucratic interests that come into play. In any bureaucracy, organizational divisions and structure have a major influence on decision-making. They determine how leaders think about issues, what kinds of recommendations are made and the balance between different sets of interests. The principle of the division of labour is considered a basic tenet of effective organizational functioning: “the simplest way to create a sense of order is to put ideas, people, and data into separate spatial, social, and mental boxes.”

Relatedly, for all its negative connotations, bureaucracy remains an important way to organize human activity so that it is informed, consistent, and predictable and so that expertise is brought to bear and institutional memory retained. Unfortunately, these principles also have a dark side, especially in large organizations, such as the United Nations, which are apt to be divided and sub-divided into numerous different departments. Such divisions may facilitate productivity but can stifle communication, collaboration and innovation; prevent information being shared outside the silos; cause people to lose sight of the bigger picture; lead to entrenched institutional interests being put ahead of those of the organization as a whole; and, most importantly from the perspective of this volume, fatally undermine decision-making by senior leadership.

This problem is not unique to the United Nations nor to the public sector. But there is considerable evidence of the silo effect in the UN Secretariat. Indeed, it has recently been identified as the number one risk to the effective functioning of the organization. An independent review of the UN’s peacebuilding work noted recently that “the silos established by the Charter in dividing responsibilities between the three principal intergovernmental Organs are directly and unhelpfully mirrored in the distribution of responsibilities between the different UN entities. They communicate with each other in different ways and at various levels, but there is general recognition that deep fragmentation persists, as each entity focuses on its own specific mandates at the expense of over-all coherence, added to the absence of a more forceful culture of coordination from the top.”

This recognition that strong leadership at the top is necessary to bring such a centrifugal system together is not, in fact, all that new. As we will see, successive waves of reform reports have identified this need over the years.

Organizational divisions do more than separate people, interests and information. They also determine how senior decision-makers think about the decisions before them, significantly influencing how the issue is framed and understood. Before decision-makers can act, they “first must come to create a definition and understanding of the situation, and that understanding is mediated by how the institution is organized to think. ...How organizations categorize and carve up the world has a profound impact on how policymakers see the world.” At its most simplistic, the part of the organization with the hammer sees every problem as a nail. It is not unheard of for the Secretary-General to receive competing recommendations from the most vested parts of the bureaucracy for precisely the solutions that the proposing department or agency happens to be best placed to supply. The problem has been most acutely felt when the Organization is asked to plan and deploy a peace operation. No matter what the needs on the ground, the Secretary-General finds himself deciding between two options – a civilian political mission (always proposed by the Department of Political Affairs) or a peacekeeping mission with troops (always proposed by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations). This problem has become so acute in recent years that Security Council members have begun to push back, demanding better options. The ninth Secretary-General will almost certainly have to wrest better analysis and proposals out of the bureaucracy than his or her predecessors have been able to.

Absent strong strategic direction from the top, the UN bureaucracy inevitably reverts to a bargaining mean. Many scholars of foreign policy decision-making in government have focused on the “pushing and tugging” amongst various agencies that often means decision outcomes are determined by inter-agency institutional or resource considerations as opposed to the merits of the issue. The process of decision-making becomes a bargaining process among different parts of
the bureaucracy\textsuperscript{104}. The decision-maker is therefore reliant on a machinery with vested interest in the decision and significant influence over how the decision is framed and understood. This is common in governments where “ministries compete for resources, are often suspicious of a joint policymaking process and unwilling to share expertise or support goals of other ministries”\textsuperscript{105}. It is certainly also true of the UN, a system has almost as many divergent interests as the membership. Every time the Secretary-General takes a consequential decision, there are winners and losers within the system. In some cases, there are real trade-offs to be made, for instance between human rights advocacy and humanitarian access to needy populations or between robust military operations against spoilers and playing the honest broker at the peace table. In other cases, the balance is between differing bureaucratic interests. There are significant transaction costs to this situation; enormous energy and capital must be spent simply getting the bureaucracy in line behind a decision or cajoling it to implement a decision that has been taken but is not perceived as in an actor’s interest. Putting in place and using fair and transparent decision-making procedures for such decisions is key.

Even when overt manipulation does not take place, the very structure of the bureaucracy can flavour how decisions are framed and analyzed. The fragmentation of the UN bureaucracy into a large number of entities with responsibility for different thematic issues has had the effect of crowding the decision-making field with officials who see everything through the lens of their issue (e.g. peacebuilding; peacekeeping; responsibility to protect; children and armed conflict; development; human rights). This often leads to duplication, misunderstandings and enormous energy wasted in negotiating a shared framing of the issue before solutions can be discussed. It is compounded by the tendency in the UN to distinguish between substantive and management functions, with the result that the senior officials responsible for the budget and human resources do not report directly to the Secretary-General and are rarely at the table when major policy questions are discussed. This would be unheard of in any corporation or government. Clear and predictable decision-making procedures would not address these pathologies entirely but they would do a great deal to minimise their harmful effects, as we will see later on.

Even basic facts and analysis can be – and often are – distorted by bureaucratic machinations. Given that the Secretary-General’s power to influence events is largely about the power of facts and ideas, it is sobering that so much of the decision-making within the house is based on inadequate amounts of both. This is not only a UN problem. The infamous Donald Rumsfeld (inspired by D.H. Lawrence) distinction between “known unknowns” and “unknown unknowns” is a valuable reminder that even the most consequential political decisions are rarely taken with the benefit of full information\textsuperscript{106}. But, where facts are known, or at least knowable, it is surprisingly common for senior UN leadership to feel inadequately served\textsuperscript{107}. The lack of data-driven decision-making in the UN is increasingly difficult to justify in the era of big data. The study of available data (90% of the data in the world has been created in the last two years) is an opportunity for better decision-making if the UN finds ways to manage large amounts of information, to rigorously analyse it and to effectively frame and synthesise it for decision-makers. This is already happening in sectors where metrics can be applied to UN operations, such as humanitarian assistance and peacekeeping. It has been a subject of extensive discussion in the negotiations on the Sustainable Development Goals and how they will be measured and monitored. A new UN website brings together most of the statistical data generated across the system\textsuperscript{108}. In spite of these efforts, however, data is still too fragmented to support policy-making and, too often, decisions are being taken without information that exists in the UN system but is not available to decision-makers when and in the form they need it.

But the data is not everything and making it available is not enough to ensure its effective use. The right capacity and, sometimes, courage is also needed to translate information into action, often actions that others will need to take on the basis of nudging from the Secretary-General. This frightens decisions about what constitutes authoritative and actionable information in an era of social media and information-overload\textsuperscript{109}. The question is whether the Secretary-General’s ability to nudge or shame states into action will evolve as such information becomes easier to acquire and
verify. In some cases, questions will arise as to whether new information-gathering assets (e.g. unmanned aerial vehicles in peacekeeping operations or social media reports in social protests) or the resulting information incur additional or greater obligations to act and accountability for not doing so (e.g. in the case of forewarning about an attack).

The information that underpins the kinds of decisions the Secretary-General takes is rarely simple or quantifiable. Much of it is open to interpretation and deeply political. Substantive mastery of the issue is only part of the equation. Equally important is intuitive knowledge of “how power is being exercised under the surface within and around the organization” and what the political traffic will bear. The Secretary-General himself needs to have an antenna for such things and he needs to be supported with analysis from his office and the bureaucracy that can combine facts and intuition in a manner that answers his key questions. This content and how it is framed can make all the difference to the outcome.

But at the UN, as in many bureaucratic environments where information is one of the most important and jealously-guarded currencies and where many substantive matters are subordinate to maintaining good relations with the Member States, the culture can be self-censoring and risk-averse. “Evasion and understatement” become a force of habit. Officials risk being overly concerned with avoiding treading on Member State prerogatives and with averting future accusations of error by deflecting responsibility in advance. They court more professional risk by speaking up than they do by remaining silent. Imagination and dissent are strongly discouraged, if not overtly then by the culture. The temptation is strong to obfuscate or elide, sacrificing clear recommendations or clear accountability for action as a form of insurance against possible future negative repercussions. Wishful thinking can creep in before decision-makers are even presented with the options. Many things are left unsaid because they are felt to be too sensitive, especially anything that exposes Member States or risks affecting the UN’s relationship with them. Policy differences are papered over because exposing them feels risky or uncomfortable. Both leaders and gatekeepers play an enormous role in setting the tone and culture, determining to what extent these kinds of factors alter decision-making.

There are also many forces beyond the control of the decision-makers that have an enormous bearing on how and what they decide but that are often overlooked in hindsight. Competing demands on their attention, levels of stress, time constraints and political pressures can significantly affect both the process and the outcomes. Overwork, decision fatigue and the desire to make a problem go away as quickly as possible are common features of the decision-making environment. Recent failure can also weigh significantly on subsequent decision-making, as can recent experience more generally (“fighting the last war”). Urgency, stress, uncertainty and risk severely constrain the ability of decision-makers to assess information and make decisions effectively. Decision-makers too easily make mistakes such as taking cognitive short cuts or leaping to assumptions, and rely too heavily on imperfect analogies. Poorly managed office environments in which senior decision-makers’ time and attention is not well allocated can also have a deleterious effect on leadership and decision-making.

Examples abound of poor choices made under these conditions, not only in the UN but everywhere. At the level of Secretary-General, most decisions are taken under time pressure, stress and ambiguity. Most entail serious trade-offs and hard choices. Most are taken in highly fluid situations, meaning that new information arises and the alternatives on the table change even as they are under consideration. The stakes are very high, as is the level of uncertainty. Most decisions are not one-off but rather part of a sequence of decisions, affected by the decisions being taken by others and taken at the same time as major decisions are being taken about other issues. This interplay of actors and issues is often overlooked when decisions are analysed afterwards, causing impartial or imbalanced lessons to be learned.
The gatekeepers: the role of front offices

Leaders usually navigate the dynamics described above by putting in place gatekeeper systems that coordinate all the players involved, filter the information and advice and support their decision-making. The gatekeepers or the innermost circle around the leader, usually his immediate staff and office, serve as a buffer between the leader and the rest of the organization and often also as a kind of control panel to manage the flow of decisions, to anticipate emerging issues and to ensure that the time of the leader is used as effectively as possibly.

The idea of providing a head of state or government with a staff to give him advice and to help him drive government policy-making took hold in the early part of the twentieth century. The UK Cabinet Office was formed in 1916. In the US, Franklin D Roosevelt secured the approval of Congress in 1939 to create an office to support him. By contrast, Thomas Jefferson had only one messenger and one secretary, both of whose salaries he paid from his own pocket! In Canada, EOSG-type functions are spread across a Privy Council Office of about 1,000, which coordinates Cabinet policy-making and a Prime Minister’s Office, which is a more partisan political unit with a staff of about 125 (the former is “policy-oriented but politically-sensitive” whereas the latter is “politically-oriented but policy-sensitive”). Other similar structures supporting heads of government include the Chancellor’s office and Chancellery in Germany, the Departments of the Prime Minister and Cabinet in Australia and New Zealand and the Cabinet Secretariat in India.

There is an emerging field of study on cabinet offices that recognizes how important these functions are to a head of government’s “steering capacity” i.e. the ability to set priorities, coordinate, and follow through. They control the flow of information and access to the leader and manage the ways in which decisions are presented. An effective cabinet or front office will manage the process so that it facilitates the expression of diverging views, resolves what can be resolved at lower levels, shields the leadership from issues they don’t need to deal with and crystallizes the points that require top-level discussion. Their tasks typically include developing the agenda, screening policy proposals and performing quality control (including for legal or financial ramifications and stakeholder view points); supporting coordination between ministers; overseeing implementation and carrying out political liaison with the legislature.

The size and composition of cabinet offices varies somewhat. In many cases, the offices are relatively small – with anything from 50 to 200 people directly supporting the leader – and composed almost entirely of politically appointed staff rather than members of the professional civil service. The Australian Prime Minister’s office has approximately 50 staff. Canada’s has 600 staff whereas Norway’s has 60. The UK Cabinet office now has a staff of approximately 2,000, of whom approximately 180 are in the Prime Minister’s own office at No. 10 Downing Street (the rest of the Cabinet office is in Whitehall). The large majority are members of the civil service. On paper, the Prime Minister’s office sits within the Cabinet office but it tends to operate quite separately. The Executive Office of the US President, usually referred to as “the White House”, is similar in size to the UK Cabinet office although its exact staffing and budget are difficult to ascertain because many people are “detailed” from other federal departments. By one estimate there are up to 2,500 people in “policy-making positions” in the White House with a budget close to $4 million. The National Security Council alone has approximately 400 staff.

The functions are very similar across governments. Most cabinet office support the head of government in defining and delivering the government’s objectives, driving policy across government (usually by supporting collective Cabinet decision-making), and ensuring that the civil service delivers on government objectives. But many of them have taken on other functions over time, reflecting the personal priorities of different leaders. The facilitation of Cabinet decision-making was traditionally the most important part of the UK Cabinet Office’s function and it remains so, although the office has taken on many other functions over time and also contains miscellaneous units that “do not sit well with other departments”. Since 1939, the White
House staff has grown enormously with each President organizing the office and adding new units and tasks to reflect their priorities. Both the White House and the Cabinet Office include offices that handle relations with the legislature, communications, policy-making, support to the national security decision-making, legal counsel. In recent times, no matter the political system, there has been a trend towards centralization of power into the office of the head of government and a greater role by the head of government in driving policy-making. This can be attributed to the fact that the issues facing a modern government are often cross-cutting ones that span organizational boundaries, requiring stronger coordination at the centre. This puts pressure on the traditional structures of government. In the UN, the roles described above are played by the approximately 200-strong Executive Office of the Secretary-General and, to a lesser extent, the front offices of the main senior officials. These offices perform several key functions. They manage the time and attention of senior officials, support them in making and implementing specific policy recommendations and help them maintain effective relationships with Member States. We will return to the specific role of EOSG in Chapter 5.

The ability of cabinet offices and front offices to perform their function hinges on their being perceived as a locus of authority for the leader and as an honest broker in ensuring due process, quality control and fairness. How they perform this role can greatly affect collective decision-making, especially in cases where they “limit the spread of information and access within the group”. The control of information is a significant source of power in a place like the UN where “information is a resource that symbolizes status, enhances authority and shapes careers”. This can mean great latitude for those in possession of crucial information to distort or manipulate how it is conveyed to the decision-maker. Indeed, the “potential to bias information is maximal in the gatekeeper role”.

Gatekeepers also formalize interactions between the senior leaders, sometimes introducing more emphasis on institutional considerations than on corporate or political priorities. These practices can distort the decision-making landscape and require concerted action on the part of the leadership to overcome, including management attention to structures, process and people. This has begun to change with the advent of e-mail and the easier access to the top from all parts of the house but, as yet, the UN remains a place where the gatekeepers wield considerable power.

Gatekeepers do more than control of information and access. They frequently mirror the personal and political strengths of the leader, rather than necessarily compensating for them. Staff energy tends to be devoted to the issues and areas on which the leader is comfortable. There is a great deal of power in the role, especially when information is uncertain and complex or there are diverging views across the organization. Even in quite rigid bureaucracies, the role gatekeepers play is typically heavily influenced by personal leadership style. Some leaders prefer very formal, hierarchical systems whereas others prefer looser, less hierarchical systems. Some are very proactive whereas others react to what the bureaucracy serves up. The literature suggests that the less hands-on leaders tend to “want what comes up through the bureaucracy to be culled and organized before it gets to him” and often becomes “dependent on how others define and represent problems”. It also suggests that those who distrust the bureaucracy tend to centralize authority within their own offices (as both Hammarskjöld and Boutros-Ghali did) whereas others are more willing to rely on what emerges from the bureaucracy. Some have specifically tasked their own offices to play an honest broker role (as Kofi Annan ultimately did). An honest broker system requires an official in the leader’s immediate office to be willing to manage the decision-making process on his behalf, to advise him on the relative merits of different approaches and to navigate the bargaining process between bureaucratic interests while avoiding compromise outcomes or the papering over of the key issues. Others have preferred advisory systems that prioritise consensus but, the literature points out, this approach “virtually guarantees that the proposal with the broadest approach will win – and in some cases, perhaps in many cases, it will win over what is the best proposal.”
The decision: crisis, strategic and everything in between

“Diplomacy is about surviving until the next century - politics is about surviving until Friday afternoon”.

It is worth pointing out that the factors identified above will vary in importance depending in the type of decisions being taken. ‘Prospect theory’ argues that decision-makers have a tendency to be more risk-averse when taking decisions in crisis situations and several studies have found that groups function quite differently when taking crisis decisions than under more normal circumstances. Although not all of them are crisis decisions per se, most of the decisions taken by the Secretary-General and his office are necessarily short-term and reactive. The operational and immediate dominate time and attention, while the longer-term perspective is too easy to neglect. The time and capacity for strategic thinking have to be deliberately protected from the sheer pace and study of day-to-day decision-making and it can be extremely difficult to distinguish between the urgent and the important. This is not unique to the UN. Governments, too, “are measured by what they do, not how they think”. So much so, in fact, that British Foreign Secretary Alec Douglas-Home is famously reported to have said that foreign policy was made up of “one damn thing after another”.

In some respects, crisis decision-making really lays bare the potential but also the limits of the Secretary-General’s authority and ability to effect change, whether in the real world or in the bureaucracy. This is because, when it comes to crisis, successive Secretaries-General have been most willing to stick their necks out and often – but not always – Member States have been willing to give him space to take initiative. As we will see in Chapter Four, for most of the Cold War, the Secretary-General and his office undertook all the important political work themselves, including decision-making on crisis response. It is perhaps no coincidence that some of what are considered the UN’s finest hours came in those years when the Secretary-General personally engaged in creative crisis problem-solving. Hammarskjöld’s role in the invention of peacekeeping is a fine example. Annan’s diplomacy on the 1999 crisis in East Timor is another. However, with the growth in the pace and security machinery over the past two decades, a large bureaucracy is now involved and this has introduced a host of new challenges in the decision-making arena. Most decisions are pushed down to the bureaucracy but occasionally a crisis will reach such magnitude or strategic importance that the Secretary-General and his office will assume what is now called “executive leadership”. For instance, Deputy Secretary-General Fréchette led task forces on Kosovo in 1999 and Iraq in 2002. The current Deputy Secretary-General chairs a Senior Action Group on countries of major concern, especially when human rights violations are likely or underway. But these mechanisms have encountered many of the same problems that will be described elsewhere in this volume. The structure supporting decision-making has become unwieldy and is frequently an impediment to effectiveness. As one long-time observer concludes: “the fact that the decision-making space is occupied both by the Secretary-General and a large bureaucracy and 193 member states … creates a sprawling gap between the manifestation of a crisis and the time needed for a response.”

Meanwhile, strategic decision-making suffers from the opposite problem, namely too few players and too little space. Most heads of government and international organizations want strategic policy advice and capacity close at hand. They recognize the growing call for strategic leadership on interconnected issues. The challenge is to create the capacity and protect the space for foresight and longer-term into decision-making without detracting from the speed, confidentiality and decisiveness necessary for the immediate term. Capacity is needed to keep an eye on the big picture, and to develop fresh, forward thinking on issues, particularly those not on the immediate radar or that don’t fit neatly within bureaucratic boundaries. The advisers who perform this function need to be sufficiently close to the leader and to have access to him or her so that they know his thinking. At the same time, they cannot be drawn into day-to-day fire-fighting. It is a challenging balancing act to be detached enough yet informed enough to contribute to the debate and empowered to provide a challenge function on important questions. Providing the
leader with thoughtful, big picture advice is cited in many studies and interviewees as one of the most important functions of his or her support staff. In light of that, it is surprising how few people get assigned to these roles and how often they struggle to make a difference. Dedicated units exist in many governments but they tend to flounder when the leader doesn’t use them or value them.\textsuperscript{139}

There is excellent analysis available on the conditions necessary for such units to function effectively, including from many governments which have established such units.\textsuperscript{140} They can only be useful if they are close to the leader and know his thinking, are perceived to be operating on his behalf and are well informed enough and empowered to contribute fresh thinking on the issues of the day. Their role in reaching across the silos and challenging the policy assumptions and recommendations emerging from the rest of the house must be well understood and supported from the top. Otherwise the rest of the bureaucracy, which doesn’t enjoy being challenged, will freeze them out as interlopers and gadflies.\textsuperscript{141} Protecting such units from the lure and suck of the day-to-day work is important but too often comes at the expense of their effectiveness, since being excluded from key discussions and information flow renders them largely ineffective. In some governments, policy planning and speechwriting are assigned to the same unit. This has the value of ensuring that policy thinking has a meaningful outlet and of giving the policy planners a right to information and a seat at the table, since it is in the wider interest for speeches to be well informed.

These challenges are evident in spades at the UN, where Member States jealously guard their prerogatives to set the strategic direction, even if they fail to perform this function in practice.\textsuperscript{142} Most real action and decision-making within the Secretariat is tactical and deferential, or at least referential, to Member States. Some UN senior leaders have tried to put in place policy and strategic planning capacities. But this is not a simple proposition at the UN, where such attempts have often been blocked by Member States. The USG for Disarmament Affairs, for instance, was rebuffed by Member States when she tried to establish a small such cell in her department by redeploying existing staff: “I was told by one member state: ‘You don’t do any strategic planning, we do it. You just execute it’.”\textsuperscript{143} Repeated attempts by the Secretary-General to establish strategic planning and analysis capacity in his office have been blocked or significantly constrained by Member States.\textsuperscript{144} Any such capacities that have been established have been extremely small – rarely more than a handful of people. We will look in more depth at the experience of these attempts in Chapter Five.

\textbf{The process: the anatomy of influence}

“If you had to identify, in one word, the reason the human race has not achieved, and never will achieve, its full potential, that word would be ‘meetings’.” – Dave Barry

“I regard the interdepartmental committee as the last refuge of the desperate bureaucrat. When you can’t find any argument against something you don’t want, you set up an interdepartmental committee to strangle it. Slowly.”\textsuperscript{145}

The process of arriving at decisions is often the aspect of decision-making theory that garners most attention. Economists have dominated the field with their assumption that most decision-making conforms to a rational choice model in which individual decision-makers have access to all the pertinent information and select the best possible option to achieve their goal.\textsuperscript{146} This model assumes that the interests at stake are clear, that there is time to consider the issues, that the goal is shared or that a clear, disciplined, linear process takes place giving rise to a final choice. Most scholars use this model as their departure point but many offer modifications that take into account the messiness of reality. These theories recognise many of the points made above such as, for instance, that humans are prone to error and to blocking out information that doesn’t agree with what they already believe to be accurate. They don’t and can’t know everything. The pressures of circumstance limit the ability to choose and people are often
muddling through in increments rather than consciously taking significant decisions. They are usually operating in an environment in which multiple other actors are acting and every decision is connected to other decisions. Very few consequential decisions are based on full information, a clear ranking of goals or an exhaustive assessment of all the alternative options. As a result, most decision-makers end up taking decisions that “satisfice” or are good enough in the short term, without an exhaustive analysis of all information and options\textsuperscript{147}.

If reality is messy, political decision-making is messier still, especially at the international level. Decision-makers operating in the UN environment typically do so in a “fog of peace”\textsuperscript{148}. Information is partial and deeply political, there is never enough time, the interests at stake are not fully knowable or understood. Most importantly, decision outcomes should not even be judged according to rational choice criteria. They should instead be understood through the lens offered in the seminal 1973 study of decision-making within international organizations by Cox and Jacobsen, who saw international organizations as distinctive political systems where “the legal or formal character and the content of the decision is less important than the balance of forces it expresses”\textsuperscript{149}. In other words, decision-making in these settings is a complex process of exercising influence and the outcomes are a reflection of these different influences rather than a “rational choice” between thoroughly considered alternatives solely by those with the formal, legal power to decide. This idea of influence as a form of power in international decision-making is at the heart of this study for it is at the heart of the Secretary-General’s role.

According to Cox and Jacobsen, influence can be exercised in a variety of ways. The formal initiators of a decision, usually the Member States, are not always the real initiators. For example, “international officials [can] prepare draft resolutions that are then submitted by members of national delegations”\textsuperscript{150}. The ability to veto a decision can hinge not only on the legal power of an actor but its control of political or financial resources and willingness and ability to block initiatives: “the term is not used exclusively in the formal sense of one having a legal power to veto, but in a practical, functional sense to denote one having the power to prevent a decision by whatever means he may require”. Another means of influence is what the authors term ‘control’ and it includes actors whose stature or role require that their views are accommodated even if they don’t formally intervene; “here are some actors whose known or surmised views may have to be taken into account because of their control of resources or their formal authority, or for some other reason”. Finally, there are “brokers” who “serve as go-betweens among the participants and as consensus builders”.

Within the complex UN ecosystem, the Secretary-General frequently plays the initiator and broker roles. Occasionally he or his senior officials also serve as controllers or even vetoers of decisions. His institutional position at the pinnacle of the Secretariat, and his “steady involvement with the decisional process in the other organs”\textsuperscript{151} allow him to take political and administrative initiatives of his own and to exercise considerable formal and informal influence over the decisions taken in the inter-governmental bodies. He has global agenda-setting authority that emerges from the way he chooses to conduct his diplomatic and public contacts, his interactions with the mass media, his reports to the principal organs, and his high-profile speeches. He spends much of his day practicing the fine art of persuasion in a wide variety of settings – formal and informal, bureaucratic and intergovernmental, internal and external. He also has operational responsibilities in areas that matter enormously to Member States (albeit in varying degrees).
**The result: translating power into action**

“Desmond was puzzled. He thought a decision was a decision. I explained that a decision is a decision only if it is the decision you wanted. Otherwise, of course, it is merely a temporary setback”

Decisions are not only about selecting the appropriate course of action but also mobilizing and motivating people to implement it. Decisions go unimplemented for a wide variety of reasons, from neglect to outright sabotage. The literature on organizational behaviour advises that effective implementation of decisions is most likely when there is convergence between the vision, the available resources and the capacity to implement the decision. The ‘congruence model’ argues that the task itself, the individuals involved, the formal organizational arrangements and the informal dynamics interact with each other and that: “the different parts of an organization can fit well together and function effectively, or fit poorly and lead to problems, dysfunctions, or performance below potential”. We will see below in the chapter on the Policy Committee that one response to this has been a narrowing of the scope of decision-making at the top of the UN, with large policy questions often left unaddressed or to fate, while institutional questions dominate decision-making discussions. As a result, the Policy Committee has – on paper – an 85% implementation rate over time but this statistic obscures a troubling trend in the nature of those decisions. More broadly, the formal structures at the UN – from the policy-making organs at intergovernmental level to the administrative rules and regulations that govern the lives of Secretariat officials – are thought to be out of synch with changing organizational needs and geopolitical realities. The structures of accountability no longer mirror the structures of power, if they ever did.

This makes for a problematic decision-making environment and poor chances of implementation. Indeed, implementation of decision is perhaps the single biggest weakness in the decision-making landscape within the UN at present and a particularly thorny challenge in a system where responsibility and accountability are so poorly aligned. An internal evaluation of the main decision-making bodies (which didn’t even dare call them “decision-making” bodies) noted the “lack of incentives for implementing decisions of coordinating bodies”. Many interviewees also commented on the difficulty of ensuring implementation and the damaging effect of a growing body of unimplemented decisions remaining on the books. The next Secretary-General will need to see the value of and invest in an overhaul of the decision-making structures within the house so that he or she is getting the most out of the system in this complex, fast-paced and geopolitically difficult age. Successive Secretaries-General took office with great intentions in this regard but often gave up in the face of political and bureaucratic resistance to change.

**Conclusion**

Leadership and decision-making are the subjects of exhaustive analysis across many academic and business fields. This chapter represented a selective and no doubt superficial attempt to draw from that vast field, identifying just a few theories and insights that might help us examine decision-making in a UN setting. In the subsequent chapters, we will look more closely at the workings of the UN itself in order to blend the generic perspectives from the literature with the messy realities of life within the institution.
PART II: THE UNITED NATIONS ECOSYSTEM
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PART III. CONCLUSION

Chapter 9. “He Moves the World but Cannot Direct it”: Reflections on Effective Secretary-General Decision-Making in a Changing Global Landscape

It is a central paradox of international relations that we live in the most interdependent world ever, yet global institutions seem to be at their weakest. The world has changed and leadership at the international level is more needed than ever.

This study began by arguing that the world has changed profoundly since the founding of the United Nations. It is fast-changing, deeply interconnected and dominated by problems that no country can solve alone. This places a high premium on strong institutions and strong leadership at the international level. Building strong institutions takes time but strong leadership can be put in place immediately. This leadership will not be about coercion but rather the ability to generate ideas and to motivate a diverse array of actors to work together towards common, principled solutions to shared problems. The United Nations is not the only source of that leadership but it is a crucial one. It is important, therefore, to understand what conditions give rise to effective leadership from the UN. This study argues that two things must come together: good people and good systems. These two things in turn produce good decision-making. But this is not as simple as it sounds.

Glib references to the “Secretary or General?” question do not do justice to the complexity of the job. Answerable for all the ills of the world, the Secretary-General exerts direct control over almost nothing. On the other hand, he possesses a power that, in the digital age, is mightier than any sword: the power to sway public opinion. He is expected to comment quickly, accurately and appropriately on a staggering array of issues. He operates in an extremely complex governance landscape with responsibility for an unprecedented array of interconnected issues. The ninth Secretary-General will take the helm of an Organization whose Member States are at best lost and at worst deeply divided on issues of existential importance to the future of the world. He will have to broker the implementation of recent global agreements on development and climate change as well as solutions to the largest level of human displacement since the end of World War II. He will be expected to bring an end to the misery in Syria, South Sudan, Yemen, Burundi and elsewhere. He will simultaneously be expected to run an Organization that executes risky and complex operations in increasingly dangerous and hard-to-reach parts of the globe, and that delivers critical services and coordinates major global initiatives across a massive range of sectors, from climate to health to security. It is the second largest deployer of troops in the world with 41 peace operations worldwide, a budget of approximately $10 billion, and a staff of over 40,000.

In other words, the ninth Secretary-General will need the persuasion skills to move a more complex world and the managerial skills to direct a more complex UN than ever before. The strain on the top of the Organization is immense; it no longer suffices for issues to be handled within the silos of the bureaucracy. The need for executive direction and management is undoubtedly at an all-time high. It must be understood and approached as a job for a senior team, not for one individual, however talented. The Secretary-General will need a steering capacity to support him, in the form of a highly effective immediate office and clear decision-making procedures that bind his politically appointed and centrifugally inclined senior leadership team into a clear direction. This is not easily achieved.

The United Nations is a poorly understood institution. It is, in fact, an ecosystem composed of multiple UNs: that of Member States, that of UN entities and that of civil society and the wider world. It serves multiple purposes and agendas, not all of which are clearly acknowledged or understood. The Secretary-General embodies all of these UNs and is a lynchpin where they come together. His credibility and effectiveness rest in part on a better understanding of the nature of his power and the conditions that shape his performance. This study argues that those conditions stem as much from the people and systems at the heart of the Organization as they do from the formal structure or the larger political climate. It
unpacks this argument by looking closely at decision-making: the people who make the decisions (or not) and the systems in place to help them do so.

It has become clear over the course of this study that every consequential decision that the Secretary-General takes involves effectively navigating a series of tensions and contradictions. Some of these tensions stem from the basic ambiguity, and occasionally downright ambivalence, with respect to what governments want from the Secretary-General, an ambiguity that has existed from the outset but that has evolved over time as the role itself has evolved. Some stem from the ambiguous nature of his authority over the UN system, something that has acquired new significance as the UN has evolved into massive operational actors with tentacles across the globe and across many different sectors of activity. And some stem from a persistent failure to invest in clear leadership and disciplined decision-making structures within the Secretariat itself. We will briefly examine some of the main balancing acts that the Secretary-General must perform before turning to more specific management and decision-making questions.

1. Stated versus actual goals

Any assessment of decision-making at the United Nations must, first of all, start by recognizing that nothing is as it seems. Decisions in this highly political environment are typically taken for reasons other than or in addition to their stated purpose. They are the products of intense bargaining between different interests and serve multiple purposes and audiences. The real objective of might not be to solve a problem but to give the perception of action, to keep an issue alive, to avoid a crisis or to satisfy an important constituency. Member States collude in this arrangement, often content to let “the UN” shoulder an impossible responsibility or take the blame for an unsolved problem. The Secretary-General lives daily with this gap between appearances and reality. Kofi Annan joked that SG stood for “scapegoat”. A Secretary-General must live with this pathology, always seeking to strike a balance between the credibility and legitimacy of the institution in the long term and serving the interests of Member States in the short-term. No Secretary-General has made it through his time in office without feeling let down by Member States in this respect. As the world becomes more complex and the relationship between the UN and its Member States more transactional, this challenge will continue.

Within the house, the challenge this poses is one of operating on multiple levels. Assessments and discussions about what ought to be done should not be conflated with tactical discussions about what the political market will bear, what Member States will accept or what it will take to move them in a particular direction. And yet, too often, the UN mistakes the latter for the former, as we saw on Rwanda, Sri Lanka and in other instances. People become inured to elephants in every room and to speaking in code. They limit their decisions to the options they think the Council or powerful players want to see, as has happened with respect to planning missions in Somalia, Burundi and elsewhere. The goal becomes to keep Member States happy rather than to solve the problem. Avoiding deaths becomes secondary to avoiding a demarche. The space for honest exchange dwindles and unnecessary levels of self-censorship creep in to the decision-making culture. The Secretary-General has pledged often to tell the Security Council what it needs to know, rather than what it wants to hear. As we saw in Chapter Eight, Council dynamics are largely P5-dominated but the Secretariat can and does shape the debate in significant ways. One interviewee commented that “the Council can’t be better than the Secretariat”. So the Secretariat has to do better. It has to be more sophisticated in its consideration of the issues, better able to distinguish in its decision-making between the strategic and the tactical. Doing so successfully will require a change to the culture and mechanisms within the house for honest discussions of options that are separate from tactical discussions about how to engage the Membership.

2. 193 bosses but speaking for 7 billion

The Secretary-General has 193 bosses but, in some respects, speaks for 7 billion people. This tension has always been at the heart of his role: the idea that he works for the good of “we the peoples” but must do so primarily by influencing the Member States to whom he reports and who exercise tight control over his budget, appointments and indeed every move. For all the enormous changes that have taken place in the world over the past 70 years, the United Nations remains fundamentally an Organization of and for
Member States. They select the SG, pass the legislation and pay the bills. But there is a strong and growing expectation on the part of the "third UN" and the general public, one that has been shared to varying degrees by the incumbents, that the Secretary-General serves as the voice of "the peoples" and as the custodian of the principles enshrined in the Charter, even when governments are trampling all over those same principles or, at the very least, disagreeing on their interpretation. The public wants a Secretary-General who is a "fearless, wise, outspoken, articulate champion of peace, justice, law, human rights and reason." They want him to speak truth to power. This expectation is likely to grow in the age of social media. The power of persuasion is magnified.

In order to live up to these changing expectations, the Secretary-General will need a lot of things that the Secretariat has to adapt to provide. He will need better analysis and information about how his decisions will play in the "real world". His analytical reach will need to be far greater than the realm of diplomats and foreign ministries alone. Understanding the tangled web of economic, financial, political, social and other ties between countries and the even more tangled, opaque interests driving non-state actors requires a much greater breadth of analysis than the heavily diplomatic and political tilt in the UN allows for. He will need evidence and ideas that can compel action by others. He will require a deep understanding of the changing avenues for influence. State-to-state negotiations are no longer the only mechanism for discussing and addressing global problems. Strategic communications and gauging global perceptions will become as central to decision-making as the political questions that are the traditional bread-and-butter of UN conversations. The Secretary-General needs to prioritise dialogue with a much broader array of actors, and not as an afterthought. No Secretary-General can do this without making effective use of the institution.

3. The strong and the weak

Every Secretary-General has struggled with the tension between serving as an instrument of the great powers and as the voice of the lesser powers. This is the area where the courage and integrity of the incumbents has been tested acutely. Hammarskjöld gave eloquent voice to the struggle when he refused to bow to Soviet pressure that he resign, noting that "it is not the Soviet Union or indeed any other big Powers who need the United Nations for their protection. It is all the others. In this sense, the Organization is first of all their Organization and I deeply believe in the wisdom with which they will be able to use it and guide it. I shall remain in my post during the term of my office as a servant of the Organization in the interests of all those other nations, as long as they wish me to do so. In this context, the representative of the Soviet Union spoke of courage. It is very easy to resign; it is not so easy to stay on. It is very easy to bow to the wish of a big power. It is another matter to resist."

Each Secretary-General faced this test in a different way. Trygve Lie felt he pushed as far as he could but ultimately had to accept big power interference, including in senior appointments. Hammarskjöld won admirers for his adherence to principle but might have been forced to resign after all, had he not died in office. U Thant saw himself as the voice of the developing world, newly emerging onto the world stage, and was willing to stand up to the permanent members – such as the US on Vietnam – but he presided over the UN at a time when it was less and less involved in the first order issues of the day and thus less useful to the smaller powers buffeted by Cold War tensions and proxy wars. It was perhaps only thanks to his humble personal style that he navigated this challenge as well as he did. Waldheim’s tenure was the nadir of this trend and his deference to the wishes of powerful states was unapologetic, although he was not able to prevent the US from losing faith in the Organization. Perez de Cuellar and, to an even greater extent, Kofi Annan grappled with the world in a moment of unipolarity, when the main challenge was to keep the US on side but to recognize that the goal of doing so was precisely to protect the interests of the weak. As Annan noted, “the Secretary-General’s particular concerns should be to protect the weak against the strong, yet he must understand that it is often only by winning and preserving the confidence of the strong that he can hope to do that”. This challenge is much more daunting in the multipolar world of today when so many are strong but none strong enough to play a sole global leadership role.
4. Accountability without authority

Fourth, there is the perverse fact that the Secretary-General has almost unparalleled global agenda-shaping authority and is now manager of the world’s second largest deployer of troops but less administrative authority than most big city mayors. He has accountability without commensurate authority. In fact, he has less power of the purse or appointment than some of the heads of UN agencies, and a great deal less than any CEO or government minister. When Mark Malloch Brown transitioned from his position as Administrator of UNDP to Secretary-General’s chef de cabinet, he was shocked to find that the Secretary-General had less power than he had enjoyed as Administrator695. Many senior officials who join the organization from outside express similar dismay upon discovering the limits of their power. The Secretary-General has the rhetorical power to raise important issues but no ability to pass legislation, commit troops or directly determine the decisions of governments. He is barely able to shift items within the UN budget or to reallocate staff to different priority tasks. This state of affairs has led several observers to describe the Organization as “over-administered and under-managed”696. As mentioned above, Member States micromanage the budget and human resources as a substitute for political control. But in so doing they expose the Organization and the Secretary-General to unintended political risk because they expect an administratively powerless Secretary-General to effectively manage a multi-billion dollar organization with operations all over the globe.

While many of the solutions to this problem lie beyond the scope of this study, it is important to recall how central to effective, competent management robust decision-making structures are. The oil-for-food scandal was a wake-up call but subsequent efforts to secure more administrative power for the Secretary-General foundered in the GA on the rocks of G77 reluctance to relinquish oversight. Efforts were also made to implement disciplined cabinet-level decision-making in the form of the Policy Committee and Management Committee. Unfortunately, as has been a pattern at the UN and in many large organizations, absent sustained commitment from the top, these mechanisms lost their lustre over time. There was a proliferation of alternative avenues for securing decisions. The Secretary-General may wish to resurrect clear and streamlined decision-making procedures as a first step towards bringing authority and accountability back into alignment. This is something that lies entirely with his power.

5. Leading and managing at the same time

Relatedly, the balance between the Secretary-General’s political and managerial power has shifted over time. While the need for a political Secretary-General was discussed in San Francisco, the Charter ultimately asks for a “chief administrative officer” and the early Secretaries-General seem to have enjoyed much more administrative leeway than recent incumbents. Instead, their energies were spent on carving out political space. In the seventy years of the Organization’s existence, Member States have periodically revisited these questions, often prompted by the Secretaries-General themselves pleading for more administrative power and flexibility. As recently as 2005, the representative from Algeria noted, “You have one side basically saying that the secretary general should be empowered and should have all flexibility as a kind of C.E.O. and the other side saying that it is not ready to give up the prerogative of the General Assembly and would like to keep a close eye on the work of the secretariat general”697. The administrative power of the Secretary-General has shrunk over time (it would be hard to imagine present-day Secretaries-General making the wholesale administrative changes to the structure that early incumbents did). Meanwhile, the political power for which early Secretaries-General fought so hard is now often taken for granted, at least as long as the Secretary-General doesn’t overstep. It can be difficult, however, for the incumbent to balance the two sets of responsibilities.

A perception has taken hold that attention to the managerial role can be at expense of the political role and vice versa698. Many proposals have been made over the years for how to address this, most focussing recently on the idea of a Deputy Secretary-General who would relieve the Secretary-General of the management burden. This model was tried in the last year or so of Annan’s term and a version of it has been tried more recently with a strong Chef de Cabinet who performs the function. However, simply delegating the administrative responsibilities does not address some of the more complex problems. If anything the UN already goes too far in divorcing policy and substance from administration and
management. As a result, decisions in one area often undermine or fail to align with decisions in the other. This is one of the many ways in which the internal workings of the Secretariat mirror dysfunctions at the intergovernmental level. But this problem could be resolved more easily than some. It may be time to reconsider the idea mooted in 2006 for a ‘chief operating officer’ in addition to a substantive Deputy Secretary-General and a Chef de Cabinet.

6. Honest broker or interested actor?

Member States remain ambivalent about “whether the Secretary-General should be able to give orders as well as take them”\(^{699}\). Consequently, there can occasionally arise real substantive and political contradictions between the Secretary-General’s role as an independent honest broker in world affairs and his growing managerial responsibilities – and the institutional interests those can entail – for peacekeeping, electoral assistance, development programming, humanitarian assistance and other operational functions, especially those undertaken with a specific mandate from an intergovernmental body. This is nowhere more acutely felt than in peacekeeping, where difficulties have arisen with respect to reconciling impartial mediation roles or neutral humanitarian assistance with very partial and robust use of force mandates, as in DRC. It is not unusual for different parts of the UN in the same country – and often within the same peace operation – to be working at cross-purposes, not because they are uncoordinated (although that is frequently also the case) but because they are receiving contradictory instructions from the intergovernmental bodies or donors to whom they are accountable. For instance, in Somalia, the political arm of the UN presence was expressly charged with supporting the fledgling government while humanitarians and development actors were under pressure from donors not to work with the government due to its role in the ongoing crisis. In such situations, it becomes very difficult for the Secretary-General to direct or manage the UN’s work. These dilemmas and the hard choices and trade-offs they impose upon UN officials require a forum for airing and resolving differences in trust and with full disclosure. Paperying over differences, reducing them to questions of tactics or deciding not to decide has damaged the UN’s credibility in Sri Lanka, Rwanda and elsewhere.

7. Advocate in chief or diplomat in chief?

Seventh, there is the perennially sensitive balance between public activism and private diplomacy. Governments do not want to be upstaged or publicly chided by the Secretary-General but they want him to have the imagination, courage, common sense and capacity to take initiative in an emergency or when they are not able to act. As a former head of peacekeeping notes, “the lower the profile of the secretary general, the greater the risk that he will be seen as irrelevant; but the higher the public profile, the greater the risk that he will be seen as inconsistent and that expectations will not be met after having been unduly raised. Every secretary general has to grapple with that dilemma, and the diversity of styles is just another illustration of the conflicting signals sent by the international community: a secretary general is expected to lead the way, but he will be quickly reminded of his limitations when disagreement occurs”\(^{700}\). This contradiction has been deeply felt by all of the incumbents, with Pérez de Cuéllar noting that: “the Secretary-General is the servant of an organization of governments in which, if he is to serve them well, he dares not be their captive”\(^{701}\). Not all Secretaries-General have been successful in staying on the right side of the powerful Member States while also leaving their mark. To some, Hammarskjold is “the single, notable instance of a man whose powers were extended and fulfilled in the UN ambience, which more commonly acts as a swift reductive”. \(^{702}\). Pressures on the Secretary-General to be seen to be speaking out will only grow in the future, reducing the space for quiet behind-the-scenes diplomacy that can occasionally be more effective. Some interviewees felt that the balance of late has disproportionately prioritized public diplomacy or “public hand-wringing” when more effective pressure might have been wielded quietly, for instance on Burundi and Syria, but others might argue that, in the digital age, the pressure to speak and act publicly is unavoidable. Independent investigations of UN decision-making in these instances – whether on Rwanda, Sri Lanka, sexual abuse in the CAR – time and again point to the weak management and decision-making structures at the centre as having contributed to poor decisions about the balance between staying quiet and shouting from the rooftops. The institution cannot afford not to take action on these recommendations.
8. **Balancing pragmatism and principle**

Eighth, the Secretary-General must balance pragmatism and principle, the short-term pressure for action and longer-term institutional and normative imperatives. Not every decision necessarily involves this trade-off but, as the preceding chapter on Rwanda demonstrated, some of the UN’s darkest moments have come when the absence of guiding principles has led to policies that lurch from one priority to another, often based primarily upon urgent, short-term concerns rather than on a coherent, long-term strategy. The mindset and culture of the bureaucracy encourage tactical over strategic thinking. Decision-makers too easily limit their options to what they think can be done rather than what ought to be done. It is vital for the Secretary-General in such cases to have a very clear moral compass and a sense of the principles at stake. Hammarskjold has received high marks from many analysts in this regard. But moral clarity rarely exists in the chaos of crisis decision-making and sometimes when moral clarity does exist, Member States may not thank the Secretary-General for reminding them: “UN leaders are pulled in many different directions and have to deal with situations riddled with ambiguity and contradictions. Moreover, taking a firm position with clear sense of purpose is politically hazardous and can restrict room to manoeuvre. The tendency therefore can be to play it safe, avoid setting longer priorities and decide what to do according to day-to-day pressures and events as they arise.” In a few instances, the Secretary-General has been confronted with the most extreme example of this tension, where Member States, even permanent Council members, flagrantly violate Charter principles, e.g. by undertaking military interventions without Security Council authorization (NATO in Kosovo in 1999; the US-led coalition in Iraq in 2003; some would argue Russia more recently in Ukraine). If we are moving into a period when the principles for which the UN stands are not universally accepted and more states have the power to act without regard for those principles, then we can expect turbulence ahead of the kind we have already seen on Ukraine and Syria. There may be a great premium on the next Secretary-General’s ability to bring Member States to a shared view of collective action that responds to complex global challenges, preserves the core principles of the Charter, confirms their universality and accommodates the new, rich landscape of actors. The Secretary-General needs mechanisms to help him keep principles in the mix and to play the long game. The system will need to generate better analysis and options for the Secretary-General to navigate this challenge, to influence the global agenda and to exert moral suasion.

9. **Asking permission versus asking for forgiveness**

Ninth, every Secretary-General has faced decisions about where to draw the line between independence of action and deference to Member States, about when to seek permission before acting and when to act first and seek forgiveness later. The assertiveness and political latitude of a Secretary-General are often less about the rules than about subtle entrepreneurship. Over the past 10-20 years, there has been noticeable erosion in the amount of latitude the Secretary-General and Secretariat staff feel they have. The risk is that this becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy, as both staff and delegates forget or never experience an assertive Secretariat that acts like a principal Organ of the Organization. This has been remarked upon by long-time UN observers returning after a period of absence. The next Secretary-General will face the challenge of redrawing the line between permission and forgiveness, of reasserting the Secretariat’s prerogatives and right to act independently. To that end, he will need advisers with an antenna for when and how to exercise this subtle force. The nature of that entrepreneurship is changing as the world changes. Power and leadership aren’t what they used to be. The pace of decision-making has sped up and trust in traditional institutions has eroded. Many actors crowd the stage. The power of ideas is more important than ever and will become more so. The evolving avenues for influence and persuasion that are available to the Secretary-General in the information age place a higher premium on having and keeping a public profile. The digital age represents an enormous opportunity for the Secretary-General to break out of the long-standing constraints and culture of self-censorship.
10. Collective responsibility in an irresponsibly designed system

Good governance begets good management. But the leadership of the UN cannot afford to wait for better governance. Both the governance and the management of the UN system are themselves riddled with contradictory elements. The Secretary-General’s operational responsibilities have grown as the UN has become more complex in its tasks and broad-reaching in its substantive responsibilities. But his administrative power has eroded. As such, he is forced to manage the system on the basis of persuasion. Decisions that involve the system need to be taken in ways that maximise chances of implementation. They need to be seen as fair and consultative. He needs to understand the incentives and pressures felt by each of his senior officials. He needs to sense who the internal spoilers and bureaucratic losers will be and bring them along so they don’t back-channel to Member States. Clear internal decision-making mechanisms are a necessity, not a luxury or an irritant. He also needs a senior leadership structure around him that can manage the workload and the decision-making effectively. There is a need for clarity as to “who has the D” on what issue. Internal reform and change is harder than external diplomacy. Many Secretaries-General start off keen to overhaul the system but then gradually give up. But winning over and getting the best out of the bureaucracy is worth the effort. In this interconnected age, the Secretary-General can ill-afford a senior leadership team that does not pull in the same direction and support him in his endeavours.

It is important to the effective functioning of the Secretariat and to smoother relations between the Secretary-General and the wider system to reintroduce process discipline into decision-making. Reducing confusion and duplication in the decision-making landscape will enhance clarity and accountability. But this requires sustained senior engagement and a willingness to impose and enforce process-discipline. Such discipline does not come naturally to the UN bureaucracy. But the current sense in the Secretariat that decision-making is “totally broken” and the widespread confusion with respect to where and how key decisions are taken is likely to become quite damaging over time to morale and effectiveness. There has been a pattern of creating new committees (usually without abolishing any existing bodies) and hoping that they will represent the silver bullet. However, each committee has a life span of 5-10 years before the inevitable happens: membership expands, participation level drops, priority issues migrate back to the corridors, decisions stop being taken or, if taken, stop being implemented. Getting decision-making right will be, in the first instance, about making people and processes work.

Decision-making: people and process

Decision-making is crucial to effective leadership. It translates power into action. And it is, above all, a deeply human process involving diverse personalities, group dynamics, culture, lines of authority and communication and other very human factors. It starts, naturally, at the very top. The competence and personality of the leader, and the tone and expectations he sets, are as important as any political or bureaucratic constraints. Indeed, the bureaucracy tends to serve up what the senior official appears to want. Studies of effective decision-making by world leaders point to certain personal attributes that are particularly important. These include intellectual depth, self-confidence, ability to build relationships, commitment to principle and the ability to communicate effectively. This latter attribute has taken on enormous importance in the digital age.

The eight people who have served as Secretary-General to date were very different personalities, faced with very different political climates. They were all human beings, none of them perfect. But their experiences reveal some common challenges to consequential decision-making by the Secretary-General: the challenges of pushing Member States without running afoul of the most powerful amongst them; of overseeing and getting the best from an increasingly centrifugal and creaky bureaucracy headed by political appointees of varying levels of competence and loyalty to the UN; and of balancing ideas, action and relationships so as to deliver results at the negotiating table and in the field.
Trygve Lie was thrust into the role and was temperamentally and intellectually ill-suited to it in many respects. He deserves some credit for asserting the right of the Secretary-General to act independently of the major powers but loses points for his failure to protect the independence of UN staff in the face of McCarthyism. He made an effort to assemble a quality team of senior advisers but was stymied by the Member States’ insistence on certain appointments and did not use his weekly meetings with the senior team for serious decision-making. His decision-making style was impulsive and often backfired and his own office very disorganized. He possessed neither the intellectual capacity nor the sensitivity to context required to perform his functions to their fullest potential, although he was very committed to UN ideals. Already in Lie’s day some of the factors that would bedevil his successors’ attempts to exercise real leadership over the UN system were emerging: a self-censoring bureaucracy, Member State interference in senior appointments (including the Soviet rotation of its senior-most official and the consequent exclusion of that person from any meaningful decision-making conversations), undue political pressure on senior officials, and a rapid spawning of UN agencies, funds and programmes that gave rise to concerns even then about how to coordinate them all.

Dag Hammarskjöld was far more visionary, organized, controlling, principled and decisive than his predecessor and it is no coincidence that his tenure is remembered as a high point in UN leadership. He restructured the Secretariat to function more effectively, personally pioneered important UN activities such as peacekeeping, and successful nurtured the independent role of the Secretary-General and the international civil servant. He was extraordinarily astute in identifying opportunities for action and being able to articulate the fundamental principles at stake. He was not afraid to take decisions and personally involved himself in most of the important issues that arose. Granted, he served at a time when the UN agenda, membership, staffing and atmosphere were dominated by Americans and Europeans and he thus had more leeway in some respects than his successors would. But he is thought by some to have overstepped, politically, militarily and administratively. It is not clear how high a price he or the Organization might have paid for this had he lived.

U Thant had a modest personal style but did not shy away from inserting himself into major political issues where he thought he might be able to make a difference. He deserves more credit for his role on the Cuban missile crisis. He was roundly criticized for his role in withdrawing UNEF but it is worth remarking on his willingness to take action when he felt that action was required. He also made changes to the structure of the Secretariat that would be difficult to pull off today and he successfully navigated the evolution of the UN from a Western-dominated body to one more representative of the world, with many new Member States and also staff members from developing countries. Unlike his two predecessors, he remained largely on speaking terms with the superpowers, although his relationship with Washington deteriorated over his attempts to intercede on Vietnam. Unlike Hammarskjöld, he delegated many important decisions to others. He successfully defended the right of the Secretary-General to some leeway in senior appointments.

Waldheim was the first Secretary-General to campaign for the post and he was less independent-minded than his predecessors once in the job. The personality of the organization had changed enormously with the addition of so many new members and there was a consequent decline in American investment and faith in the institution. A more activist Secretary-General might have found ways to navigate this terrain more effectively but Waldheim largely hewed to the wishes of the big powers and did not seek a major political role. He avoided big decisions and tended to dwell on the minutiae, especially those relating to optics and protocol. He was excessively focused on credit and recognition. Real political work, such as it was, continued to be done within the SG’s office while the rest of the Secretariat remained largely focused on conference servicing. Waldheim relied on a handful of advisers to take key decisions and did not make use of the larger Secretariat leadership team. His tenure is widely considered a low point in the history of the Organization.
Javier Pérez de Cuéllar’s tenure coincided with the thawing of the Cold War and, in his second term, the opening up of many peacemaking opportunities. He was well placed to seize them: trusted by the major powers, politically savvy, patient, unobtrusive, adept and not driven by the need for credit and recognition. He had a methodical approach to decision-making and considered every angle, investing no ego in the decisions and thus being willing to change his mind when necessary. He relied heavily on an inner circle of staff and centralized political work in his office, leaving little to the departments. His contact with heads of department was infrequent. In terms of senior appointments, he was no more successful than his predecessors in resisting P5 pressure for the key positions and was unwilling to bring the bureaucracy under control. He also felt deep frustration at his inability to coordinate the wider UN system of agencies, funds and programmes.

 Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s tenure sheds light on the harsh realities of the Secretary-General’s delicate role and the risks of being right on the issues but failing to manage the important relationships. His intellectual leadership was second to none but he expected good ideas to take hold without nurturing buy-in through careful lobbying and outreach. He was faced with the particularly uncertain period following the end of the Cold War, in which US leadership was vital but not always consistent. However, perhaps because he did not know the UN well before taking office, he failed to navigate that relationship effectively and equally failed to manage his relationship with the bureaucracy in such a way that it stood behind him. He was not afraid to take unpopular decisions but did not place a high value on persuasion or trust-building. He trusted very few people and his office operated quite separately from the rest of the bureaucracy (this was a factor in the buck-passing on Rwanda in 1994). There was no pretence of cabinet-style meetings and power and information were extremely centralized in his office. He was the most reform-minded Secretary-General since Dag Hammarskjöld but focused on structure rather than personnel, putting place the departmental structure that largely survives to this day. Boutros-Ghali was the first Secretary-General to propose to the General Assembly that UN presences in the field become integrated but the idea was defeated by a wary General Assembly.

Kofi Annan was in personality quite the opposite of his predecessor: mild mannered to a fault and keenly aware of the importance of people and relationships to his job. As the first insider to be elevated to Secretary-General, Annan understood the system and the Secretary-General’s relationship with Member States as well as any of his predecessors. But he also turned out to have personal qualities that suited the context and time particularly well. He benefited enormously, especially in his first term, from having only one superpower to keep happy. Moreover, having been anointed by that superpower, he enjoyed its support for most of his tenure. This, combined with his in-depth knowledge of the institution, his ability to grasp the issues, his intuitive sense of how far he could go and his willingness to surround himself with talented people, led to what is widely regarded as one of the most successful Secretary-Generalships in the history of the Organization. This is not to overlook the flaws in Annan’s leadership and decision-making style, many of which were painfully revealed in the oil-for-food scandal. Accountability was weak and it was not always clear where decisions were taken, why and by whom. These flaws might have been even more damaging under different circumstances. Decision-making reforms taken at the end of his term brought the UN closer than it has ever been to true collective executive decision-making.

Ban Ki-Moon held office during a time of tectonic political and technological shifts that often reduced the UN to a supporting role but he successfully shepherded Member States to major agreements on climate and sustainable development. His leadership style was consciously low-key.

The portraits confirm what the literature on decision-making led us to expect: that tone from the top matters, that leaders can and should set expectations to which the bureaucracy will respond, and that Member States, too, want to trust in the personal leadership of the Secretary-General even as they may occasionally undercut him in their own decision-making. Individuals can and do set the tone. But leadership in complex organizations is inevitably carried out by the team of people around the top executive. Consequential decision-making in such organizations is necessarily a collaborative art form. In recognition of this, most business, governments and international organizations have some form of collective decision-making at the executive level, through which people take on corporate responsibility for the running of the organization in addition to their specific functional responsibilities. This guards
against individual bias and insulates against undue political pressure. It is widely thought to result in better
decision-making. Such decision-making has to be supported by workable systems, a culture of teamwork
and top quality senior appointments.

The principle of shared political responsibility for the most consequential decisions should hold
great appeal for a Secretary-General whose actual authority over his senior team is weak but attempts to
institute meaningful collective decision-making in the UN have foundered. This is not surprising given the
way decision-making responsibility is shared amongst Member States and UN officials. But the diffuse
decision-making and management culture at the United Nations has more than once contributed to serious
organizational lapses and a new Secretary-General may want to place a higher premium on meaningful
executive, collective decision-making in future. Indeed, putting in place such arrangements would
undoubtedly go some way to restoring the trust that has been lost between Member States and the
Secretariat. Pressure will inevitably be exerted on a new Secretary-General to make visible, structural
changes. Such changes are necessary and long overdue in certain parts of the bureaucracy. But structural
change is disruptive and takes time. More immediate results will be felt in the Secretariat if the senior
leadership can collaborative more effectively across the bureaucratic silos. This will require leadership
attention to the institutional culture and bureaucratic structures supporting decision-making in the
Secretariat.
Chapter Ten
Recommendations for effective decision-making in the UN context

Having examined the factors that condition decision-making by the Secretary-General, this study can now suggest several key conditions that need to be met for strong leadership by an incoming Secretary-General in the face of contemporary challenges and political realities. The manifold challenges of the Secretary-General’s job require him to organize his relationships with his senior officials and the UN bureaucracy effectively. Most Secretaries-General have tried to reform the structures or systems of the Secretariat with that in mind, albeit with mixed results. During the Cold War, they were apt eventually to give up and to centralize most of the important decision-making within their own office. That doesn’t work in the modern era. The world is dominated by problems that no one can solve alone. Many of them end up in the Secretary-General’s in-box. They are complex and interconnected, requiring a combination of specialist knowledge and strategic vision. The pressures and uncertainties of the position are rising. The operational responsibilities are vast. Strong strategic leadership and a robust centre are needed to transcend the bureaucratic stovepipes but specialist advice from those very stovepipes is also vital and must be harnessed through orderly decision-making procedures. Some attempts have been made in recent years to introduce these practices but they have not been strong enough to withstand some of the fundamental cultural and structural pressures in play.

The Secretary-General has a limited range of tools at his disposal for strategic leadership, in particular given his lack of control over budgets and personnel. The United Nations is a personality-driven and naturally centrifugal organization. But some of the Organization’s darkest moments have come about in part because of lapses in management and decision-making. The next Secretary-General must place more value on a strong Executive Office that can perform an honest broker role in decision-making and on a system for collective, executive decision-making that will bind his senior leadership team to his strategic direction. He should also place value on strategic thinking and structure his office so that all decision-making is not reactive and short-term. He will have to manage a delicate relationship with Member States who are floundering in the face of complex global challenges, schizophrenic and transactional in what they ask of the United Nations and impossible to please much of the time. These difficulties do not excuse him from exerting leadership. Indeed, they make it more important. They also mean he needs to be extremely sure of his choices and of the support of his senior leadership team. As this study has suggested, the key factors fall into two broad categories: the people and the process (the politics permeates both issues completely but varies by issue and is thus not given specific treatment here).

People: the tone at the top

- Ultimately, the person at the top sets the tone and expectations to which the system responds. The Secretary-General’s own leadership style and personal preferences substantially determine the decision-making environment. His comfort with frank debate and the give-and-take of ideas; how much he wants to get personally involved in the big decisions; whether he prefers face-to-face discussions or written memos; his appetite for big policy questions; his commitment to the principles and ideals of the UN Charter and the independence of the Secretariat as a principal organ; all these and more become the demand signals to which his office and the bureaucracy respond. This study has tried to make the case for an intelligent and competent Secretary-General with the right leadership, principles, communication and management skills to handle the most impossible job in the world. It is a Faustian bargain to appoint weak leadership to an Organization that is so critically needed and in which such enormous resources, trust and hope are invested. This is entirely in the hands of Member States but there should be no illusions about the consequences for the world of this decision.
In the Secretary-General’s immediate orbit, it is time to seriously **consider the top management structure**, which has barely changed in seventy years with the exception of the addition in 2007 of the Deputy Secretary-General position. Different models have been tried since then for the division of labour between the Deputy Secretary-General and the Chef de Cabinet. None has proved fully capable of absorbing the enormous responsibilities that now fall on the office. It may be time to revisit recommendations for a chief operating officer and/or a second Deputy-Secretary-General. It is not by happenstance that these recommendations have been made repeatedly over the years. Serving Secretaries-General have rarely been amenable to additional layers at the very top but there are many observers who would argue that the time may have come.

**Senior appointments must be based on merit, not politics, and with an eye to teamwork.** The study has also attempted to show that the job is not something one person does alone. Much greater attention is needed to the quality of senior appointments, which have become too important to leave to chance and politics. Ideally, Member States will give the next Secretary-General more free reign in appointments but they should also raise their expectations. The top management layer of the Organization should be made up of world class experts in their fields, who embody the principle of impartiality and can function as team. There are currently many things working against them pulling together as a team: their sheer number, the interests and incentive structures by which they operate, and the institutional culture. Some of these are within the Secretary-General’s immediate control, most notably what kind of expectations he sets for them. The imperatives of running a large line department or agency with its own distinct culture, parochial interests, funding streams, politics and governance will always colour the advice that a senior manager provides to the Secretary-General. This cannot be wished away. But effective leadership and decision-making procedures will maximise trust between the Secretary-General and his department heads and reduce the risk that senior officials take instructions from other sources, sabotage his decisions or fail to see their own departmental objectives within the larger context.

**Fewer direct reports and clearer accountability at the top (including in the field)** are also ideas that have been raised repeatedly, including by Secretaries-General themselves. The number of senior officials with direct reporting lines to the Secretary-General now far exceeds what modern management practices advise. This is a drain on decision-making and blurs accountability in dangerous ways. There are multiple senior officials responsible for UN peace operations, or for addressing problems of sexual exploitation and abuse by UN personnel, or for children caught up in armed conflict, or for sustainable development. It may be time to revisit ideas for clustering like departments and assigning a clear coordination role to one official in each area, with clear expectations as to what that means (representing the perspectives, not monopolising). In the medium-term, the bureaucracy needs to be formally restructured and streamlined so as to minimise duplication, confusion and rivalry, beginning with a rationalization of the architecture on the peace and security side. Similar arrangements should be considered in the field, where the dysfunction of headquarters is reproduced and even magnified. However, even pending structural changes, a new working culture at the top is not impossible to bring about through better appointments and better management of the underlying dynamics of this unique organization.

The **ability to say no** is crucial. In the face of overwhelming demands on the Secretary-General and the mushrooming global agenda, it can be difficult to make the most strategic and effective use of the Secretary-General and indeed the UN. It takes discipline and more than a little courage to resist the tyranny of the in-box and the endless suck of marginal issues and events. For a Secretary-General to do so, it takes confidence in the advice he has been given as there he inevitably disappoint. But it is more important than ever to allocate time and capacity to the issues that most warrant. One value of a clearer collective decision-making arrangement is that senior officials will be protected from the pressures of certain constituencies and more able to say no.
Process: Multiple advocacy and collective responsibility

- **Decision-making is broken; a return to structured decision-making is essential.** The clearest message from the interviews conducted for this study is that the processes for taking major policy and management decisions in the Organization need to be overhauled. There was a near-unanimous view that the decision pathways are not clear, that there are too many meetings but too few decision-making opportunities, and that friction, misunderstandings and poor decisions result. It is a common feature of government that decision-making bodies lose power and effectiveness over time, especially as they grow in size. This is not unique to the UN but it is important to recognize the moment at hand – where new leadership can take a fresh look at the set-up, do away with committees that no longer serve a clear purpose, and put in place new arrangements that meet today’s needs. The Secretary-General operates in an environment of rising complexity, pressure and uncertainty. The issues he faces are no longer easily delegated to one part of the bureaucracy to deal with alone. To be effective, he has to benefit from an orderly flow of information that includes the perspectives of relevant actors and that reaches him in a timely fashion.

- **Collective responsibility should be instituted as a clear principle.** A Secretary-General should have the right to expect – and Member States should demand – that his senior team will be able to remove their functional hats to take the strategic, corporate view and to take collective ownership of the big issues and decisions they face. The principle of shared political responsibility for the most consequential decisions should hold great appeal for the UN Secretary-General, whose authority over his top executives is relatively weak. Personal or institutional rivalries or frictions undermine decision-making, and waste the Secretary-General’s time. Decisions reached collectively are not only better but also more likely to be kept free of political pressures and to be “owned” by the senior officials, who have considerable power otherwise to sabotage them. Senior officials should be held accountable for good faith participation in collective, executive decision-making. In light of past experience with the limits of peer leadership in the system, there is a clear need for the central decision-making structure to be anchored in and staffed by EOSG.

- **The Secretary-General should insist on a system for multiple advocacy.** Secretary-General decision-making should always benefit from full information concerning the available options and a practice of ‘multiple advocacy’ where the preferences of relevant actors are clearly known. Departmental equities should be considered in but not drive decision outcomes. In a consensus culture, the temptation will be to create an expectation – and a system – that stifles minority or unpopular views, and that allows group-think and self-censorship. This would be short-sighted. The Secretary-General needs a system in which clear decisions, not consensus, are the goal.

- **Subsidiarity.** This system for clear decision-making will necessitate doing away with the proliferation of overlapping meetings and instead putting in place a cabinet-style structure with clear subsidiary bodies feeding into it. For instance, a clear, cascading series of committees as in some national governments could be put in place so the right decisions are taken at the right time by the right level in the hierarchy. This system of subsidiarity would allow heads of line departments to take as many decisions as possible in their areas of responsibility and hold them clearly accountable for them. Only important issues would rise to the level of Secretary-General.

- **No more labels.** A clear lesson of past UN practice – dating back to the 1992 Agenda for Peace – is that there are costs to organizing ourselves thematically, especially in light of how our understandings have evolved over time. From labels such as ‘peacebuilding’ emerge structures, offices, and committees that then compete for a share of the issues or for the right to chair meetings. Best would be a central decision-making architecture that is not limited in this way. UN principals are overwhelmed by too many meetings, often on the same issues but in different formats. There is a place for thematic committees but not as a substitute for a central decision-making architecture that funnels strategic questions up to the Secretary-General without prejudice to the label we happen to assign the question.
- **Crisis decision-making has to be simple, quick and routine.** Not everything is a crisis but when an emergency of real magnitude crops up, there is a desperate need for routinized decision-making, clarity and accountability. It is telling that the Secretariat currently does not have clear crisis response policies in place governing who will do what, when and how. Worse, in fact, there are several different sets of policies, each offering a different prescription but none of which are truly adhered to when crisis actually erupts. As a result, crisis decision-making is ad hoc, chaotic and subject to extreme friction as roles are not clearly understood. The transaction costs and missed opportunities are evident to everyone involved and the appetite for clear crisis decision-making is strong. But to issue clear policy would be to abolish existing committees and policies, each of which has a bureaucratic champion, inevitably the part of the house that gets to be “in charge” or in the “lead (a very ill-defined concept) according to their favoured policy. A change of leadership is an opportune moment to revisit this question and to put in place simple and clear crisis response arrangements.

- **Many important decisions will still need to be taken in private** by the Secretary-General but support structures will still be needed to ensure that they are not, therefore, taken without full information and well-articulated options. Not every decision requires a meeting.

- **The Secretary-General’s own gatekeepers need to be strong enough to shape decision-making but not so overbearing as to substitute for expertise from the departments.** The role of EOSG should be to adjudicate and to advise. This means being the honest broker that is above departmental interests but well informed enough to ask the right questions. It means being the steward of the process – faithfully coordinating the advice coming from line departments – while also offering independent advice. To that end, EOSG should focus on the essentials of leadership by the Secretary-General and should avoid becoming so large as to pose a bureaucratic threat to line departments or so involved in the details that it micromanages them. It should also avoid becoming so inward-looking that it loses touch with the departments. Within EOSG, effective management of the Secretary-General’s time and attention is a top priority. Only the most important issues should reach the Secretary-General, with the right advice and options. The personal preferences of the Secretary-General will inevitably flavour what issues he focuses on but an effective EOSG will advise him clearly as to which issues and decisions warrant his attention and which do not. In that connection, a balance is needed between personal staffing functions and advisory and policy coordination functions. Substance and strategy should determine scheduling rather than the reverse.

- **EOSG as the link across the pillars.** It is clear that most consequential decisions now involve issues that cut across the pillars of the UN. There being no practical alternative to a clear division of labour down through the bureaucracy, EOSG needs to be the place where links are made across the issues and the formal structures. Rather than Regular cross-pollination should take place at the top combined with an effort to give more systematic feedback to the different pillars. This means taking a serious look at the structures within EOSG to be sure that they do not simply reproduce the compartmentalization of the bureaucracy. A premium should be placed on creating dialogue, however informal, across the functional areas. This is a management challenge in a very busy office but one worthy of time and attention so as to ensure that decisions are not taken without the full picture.

- **A capacity for long-range thinking has to be resurrected.** It is too easy for the Secretary-General, his office, and senior officials to become consumed by day-to-day business and the need to react swiftly to a constantly changing environment. EOSG should be the policy centre of gravity, giving strategic direction to the rest of the system, anticipating emerging issues and advising the Secretary-General about how to position the Organization. The lesson from governments and past UN experience is that strategic thinking will only happen if the Secretary-General himself insists upon it and a capacity is put in place. This function should be performed at
a sufficiently senior level by someone who has access to the Secretary-General and is well-informed enough but not pulled into the day-to-day operations of the office. It is important to distinguish between strategic planning (which entails the kind of allocation of resources to priorities that is the preserve of Member States) and policy planning (a radar function to anticipate and get ahead of problems). Policy planning is within the Secretary-General’s power but will not happen unless policy planners are empowered, in the room, and integrated into the flow of information and decision-making appropriately. If kept at arm’s length from the daily business of the office or not permitted to perform their challenge function, they will be of no value. One solution might be to merge a policy capacity with speechwriting, as in many governments.

- A key function of EOSG should be to serve as **guardians of the decisions already taken** by the Secretary-General, monitoring implementation and nudging when it falters. Failure to occasionally review and follow up on past decisions sends the wrong message. EOSG has to be willing occasionally to enforce or adjudicate if roadblocks arise in implementation. These functions should be shared by all EOSG staff, which sends a clear message about the ownership felt over the decisions and the importance attached to them.

- **Find ways to realign substance, management, and budget.** The disconnect at the intergovernmental level between policy and budget decisions makes it difficult for the Secretariat to realign them but with a stronger central decision-making architecture in place and the principle of collective responsibility clearly articulated, there should be an expectation that the senior leadership is well versed in and consulted on key administration and management questions.

- **More central attention to legislative affairs.** Good management is very difficult without good governance. The next Secretary-General needs to reset the relationship with Member States, restoring their trust and confidence in the UN. To that end, it may be time for the Secretary-General to structure his relationships with the UN Membership differently. Thought should be given to a legislative affairs function within EOSG. Nobody recommends returning to the Boutros-Ghali model of controlling all interaction with the Security Council through one senior official. But at present the Secretary-General receives advice about Member States from too many quarters (DPA regional divisions; SCAD; DGACM; DPKO; PBSO) with none able to provide the full picture. One value in this approach might be to allow for decision-making discussions in which substantive, normative and political considerations are disaggregated more effectively than is common right now. In other words, the substance of the issue would be separate from the tactics of engaging the membership, the question of what ought to be done would not so easily be conflated with potentially limited diagnoses of what Member States will permit. This has been a problem in the past, e.g. Sri Lanka.

- **Strategic communications.** In an era where public opinion is so important, the injection of a communications dimension into key decision-making will be crucial. In past decades, a strategic communications function existed in EOSG but more recently this has been reduced to speechwriting. It is probably time to revisit this question, possibly merging the speech-writing and policy planning capacities as a start.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, given the overwhelming complexity of the UN as an Organization and of the issues on its docket, the incoming Secretary-General may wish to consider the idea of putting in place formal cabinet-style arrangements to share the burden and responsibility of leadership of this massively complex Organization. Effective UN leadership is quite simply no longer the job of one person; it requires a strong management team around the SG operating according to principles of collective responsibility, multiple advocacy, clear accountability and subsidiarity. Even short of formal cabinet arrangements, there is an emphatic need for strong leadership at the top supported by clear decision-making procedures that bind the politically appointed and centrifugally inclined senior leadership team into a clear direction. To keep
competing institutional prerogatives and perspectives under control, we need to move away from decision-making that is fragmented according to issue. We need to better integrate resource considerations into decision-making, bringing substantive and management issues back together. All of this requires a much stronger centre, with the Secretary-General’s office performing an honest broker role in the decision-making process, with clear subsidiary bodies to avoid problems of peer leadership and conflict among co-equals. This would allow the Secretary-General to make the most of what are, quite frankly, very limited tools for strategic leadership. None of this will mean much if Member States do not choose to use the UN responsibly. This begins with selecting and trusting effective leadership at the top. It also includes a willingness to look at the corrosive disconnect between budget and mandates, which disempowers UN leadership and distorts decision-making. The opportunity to make these kinds of changes only comes around once a decade.
Annex 1: The UN Charter Chapter XV: the Secretariat

Article 97
The Secretariat shall comprise a Secretary-General and such staff as the Organization may require. The Secretary-General shall be appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council. He shall be the chief administrative officer of the Organization.

Article 98
The Secretary-General shall act in that capacity in all meetings of the General Assembly, of the Security Council, of the Economic and Social Council, and of the Trusteeship Council, and shall perform such other functions as are entrusted to him by these organs. The Secretary-General shall make an annual report to the General Assembly on the work of the Organization.

Article 99
The Secretary-General may bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter which in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of international peace and security.

Article 100
1. In the performance of their duties the Secretary-General and the staff shall not seek or receive instructions from any government or from any other authority external to the Organization. They shall refrain from any action which might reflect on their position as international officials responsible only to the Organization.
2. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the exclusively international character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the staff and not to seek to influence them in the discharge of their responsibilities.

Article 101
1. The staff shall be appointed by the Secretary-General under regulations established by the General Assembly.
2. Appropriate staffs shall be permanently assigned to the Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, and, as required, to other organs of the United Nations. These staffs shall form a part of the Secretariat.
3. The paramount consideration in the employment of the staff and in the determination of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards of efficiency, competence, and integrity. Due regard shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible.
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Annex 3: Samples of cabinet meeting notes over the years

Fig X. Meeting note from the very first meeting Dag Hammarskjöld had as Secretary-General, 13 April 1953 (Source: UN Archives)
The Secretary-General opened the meeting by reporting on the following international developments:

(a) The Middle East

A dramatic change had occurred in the Middle East, but the major question now was what would follow the Egypt/Israel Treaty. He was well aware of the effort made by the three governments at Camp David, but was uncertain now what the second act would be, particularly in view of the rejection of the Camp David accords by others involved in the Middle East situation. It was, in any event, premature to give any detailed reaction. He would be seeing the United States Representative and then would know more than he did at present.

(b) Namibia

Here again, there was an impasse. Both sides had accepted recent proposals that had been put forward, but then had come up with totally different interpretations of them. He mentioned the pending proximity talks, and some of the suggestions that had come from the Front-Line States, and said he would remain available to be of assistance as needed.

(c) Cyprus

Serious problems still existed. A meeting had been proposed, but he felt it was essential that there first be a basis for discussion and agreement.

(d) China - Viet Nam

Any resolution acceptable to both was out of the question at present.
Note for the Secretary-General

1. Announcement of appointments.

Mr. Kenneth Dadzie has been assigned as a Personal Representative of the Secretary-General for Special Missions, effective 1 February 1982.

Mr. Jean Ripert; Director-General for Development and International Economic Co-operation, effective 1 February 1982.

Mr. Rafeeuddin Ahmed; Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs in Southeast Asia.

Mr. M.M. Hamed Hasanfi; Chef de Cabinet

Mr. James Jonah; Assistant Secretary-General for Field Operational and External Support Activities.

Ms. Leila Doss; Assistant Secretary-General for Personnel Services.

Mr. Robert Muller; Assistant Secretary-General, Office of Secretariat Services for Economic and Social Matters.

2. I have given instructions to the effect that the 34th floor and above are to be occupied by the Offices of the Secretary-General and those departments dealing with political matters. The Office of Legal Affairs, which is an office of the Secretary-General, is already on the 34th floor, and the Department of Political and Security Council Affairs is on the 35th.

Those offices dealing with administrative matters will be located on the floors serviced by the middle bank of elevators, where they will be more easily accessible to staff working in all areas of the building.

I request the Under-Secretary-General for Administration, Finance and Management to co-ordinate this transfer of offices with the departments concerned so that it may be implemented at the earliest possible date. The full co-operation of all concerned is requested.

3. With regard to the implementation of the commitments made yesterday in my statement to the staff, the Under-Secretary-General for Administration, Finance and Management, in co-ordination with the Assistant Secretaries-General for Personnel Services and Financial Services, will be in touch with other departments concerned with a view to setting up the necessary machinery to follow these up.
Annex 4: Breakdown of Policy Committee Decisions

**GEOGRAPHIC ITEMS DISCUSSED SINCE 2005**

1. Afghanistan: 2005 (Aug) 2006 (Jan; Jul; Oct); 2007 (May; Nov); 2008 (Oct); 2009 (Mar); 2010 (Jan; Feb); 2011 (Feb); 2012 (Feb)
2. Burundi: May 2006; Nov 2008; Nov 2010
3. CAR: Feb 2009
5. Chad / CAR: Jan 2007
7. Colombia: Feb 2006; Jul 2010
8. Cote d’Ivoire: 2006 (Feb; May; Dec); 2007 (May) 2008 (Apr); 2009 (Jul); 2010 (May); 2011 (June)
9. DRC: 2005 (Dec); 2006 (Sep; Dec); 2007 (Mar); 2009 (Jun; May; Nov); 2010 (May; Sept)
10. Egypt: May 2011
15. Iraq: 2005 (May; Dec); 2006 (Mar; Jun; Dec); 2007 (Jan; Apr; Jul; Nov); 2008 (Jan); 2009 (Sep); 2010 (Apr); 2011 (Feb)
20. Kyrgyzstan: Nov 2010
22. Lebanon/Middle East: Aug 2005
23. Liberia: Oct 2005
24. Libya: Feb 2012
25. Madagascar: Apr 2010
26. Middle East: Jan 2007
27. Myanmar: Jun 2005; Sep 2006; Apr 2007
29. Nepal: 2005 (May; Aug); 2006 (Feb; Sep; Nov); 2007 (March; Oct) 2010 (Dec)
31. OPT: Feb 2009
33. Sierra Leone: Nov 2007; Mar 2008
34. Sudan/Darfur: May 2005; Mar 2006; Apr 2006; Jun 2006; Oct 2006; Jan 2007; Sep 2007; Feb 2008
36. Somalia: 2005 (Nov); 2006 (Jul; Nov); 2007 (Jan; May; Jul; Oct); 2008 (Mar; Nov); 2009 (May)
38. Timor Leste: Mar 2006
39. Tunisia: May 2011
40. Yemen: Oct 2009

**THEMATIC ITEMS DISCUSSED SINCE 2005**

1. Accountability within the Secretariat: Apr 2008
2. AU/UN Relationship: Mar 2006; Sep 2006
3. Biodiversity: Sep 2010
5. Capacity Requirements for RC Offices in Crisis/PB: Dec 2009
7. Conflict Related Sexual Violence: Dec 2010
9. Counter Terrorism: May 2005; June 2005; Apr 2006; May 2010
15. Durable Solutions: Oct 2011
17. Employment Generation and Reintegration: Nov 2006
21. Fourth UN Conference on LDCs: Feb 2011
23. Good Offices & Mediation: Oct 2005
25. Global Health: Jun 2008
30. Integration: Jun 2008; May 2011
31. Integrated Missions: July 2005
33. International Trade & Sustainable Development: Apr 2006; Apr 2008
34. International Migration: May 2007
35. Iraq Special Tribunal: July 2005
38. Mediation Support: May 2007; Mar 2009; May 2010
40. Millennium Development Goals: May 2007; Dec 2007; Jan 2010
41. NATO/UN Relations: Oct 2006
42. Non-Proliferation and Disarmament: Jan 2008; Jan 2009
43. Note of Guidance to SRSGs: Jan 2006
44. Operational Security: Feb 2008
45. Peacebuilding: Sep 2006
47. Policy Committee Procedural Matters: May 2005
48. Policy Committee Lessons Learned: Aug 2005
49. Post NPT Review Conference Strategy: Jun 2005
50. Responsibility to Protect: Oct 2007; 2008 Jun; Sep; Sep 2009; Mar 2010; Mar 2011
51. Review of DDR Arrangements: Nov 2010
52. Review of Electoral Assistance Arrangements: Jul 2010; Nov 2011
53. Review of Mine Action Arrangements: Jul 2010
54. Rule of Law: Nov 2006; Dec 2011
56. Senior Appointments Policy: May 2006
57. Secretary-General’s Report on Peacebuilding: May 2009
58. Secretary-General’s vision: Apr 2008
59. Secretary-General’s vision for 2008 & Beyond: Jan 2008
60. Special Circumstances in Non-Mission Settings: Jan 2012
61. Staff Security: Nov 2011
63. Strategy & Forward Agenda: Sep 2005
64. Status of Women in the Secretariat: Oct 2006; Feb 2008; Dec 2009; Sep 2011
65. Strengthening the AIDS Response: Jun 2007; May 2008
67. South South Cooperation: Jul 2008
68. Support to Survivors and Affected Families: Feb 2010; Nov 2010
69. Summit Outcome Implementation: Sep 2005
70. The role of the UN in promoting responsibility in international arms transfers: Jun 2011
71. Trans-national organized crime and drug trafficking as threats to security and stability: Mar 2011
72. UN Assistance in Public Administration in post-conflict situations: Nov 2009
73. UN Communications: Jun 2008
74. UN Response to Unconstitutional Changes of Government: Nov 2009
75. UN Salaries and Scales: Jan 2008
76. UN Strengthening and Reform: Apr 2010
77. UN’s use of private security companies: May 2011
78. Violence against Women: Jun 2007; Feb 2010
79. Women’s Participation in Peacebuilding: Sep 2010; Nov 2011
80. Youth: Mar 2012
Annex 6: Functions of the Executive Office of the Secretary-General

2.1 The Executive Office, headed by the Chef de Cabinet, assists the Secretary-General in the exercise of his responsibilities. In particular, the Executive Office:

(a) Assists the Secretary-General in the establishment of general policy and in the exercise of executive direction in relation to the work of the Secretariat and of United Nations programmes and other entities within the Organization;

(b) Assists the Secretary-General in his relations with the principal organs of the Organization;

(c) Assists the Secretary-General in supervising and coordinating the work of the Organization, pursuant to his decisions and the relevant directives of the intergovernmental bodies concerned, relating to political missions, preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, peacekeeping and peace-building, as well as the economic, social, humanitarian and human rights areas, and administration and management;

(d) Assists the Secretary-General in his capacity as Chairman of the Administrative Committee on Coordination and in his inter-agency coordination function in relation to the United Nations system of organizations;

(e) Assists the Secretary-General in his contacts with Governments, delegations, non-governmental organizations, the press and the public;

(f) Prepares speeches and statements for the Secretary-General, and prepares, or coordinates the preparation of, briefing material for his personal attention;

(g) Deals with protocol, liaison and representation, organizes official ceremonies and similar functions and makes arrangements for official receptions and other functions hosted by the Secretary-General;

(h) Provides the Secretary-General with administrative support, makes travel arrangements for the Secretary-General and his party on official missions and maintains the personal security of the Secretary-General and his family.

2.2 The Executive Office similarly assists the Deputy Secretary-General in the exercise of the responsibilities assigned to that Office.
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“the overall structure of the Organization does not support the achievement of strategic and operational objectives in an efficient and effective manner. Lack of clarity as to organizational structure, responsibilities and objectives of different departments and offices leads to conflicting or redundant activities and, ultimately, loss of public and Member States’ trust.”

Enterprise Risk Management framework, September 2014

Rumsfeld used the reference twice, in February and April 2002, a propos US decision-making on Iraq (specifically what was known about Iraq’s possession or not of weapons of mass destruction). He was actually quoting D.H. Lawrence’s poem, "New Heaven and New Earth": “Ha, I was a blaze leaping up! I was a tiger bursting into sunlight. I was greedy, I was mad for the unknown. I, new-risen, resurrected, starved from the tomb starved from a life of devouring always myself now here was I, new-awakened, with my hand stretching out and touching the unknown, the real unknown, the unknown unknown.”
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The experiences of documenting and publishing (or not) casualty figures in Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and Syria respectively remind us of the pitfalls.

Hochschild

Not just: what do we know? what needs to happen? what does the UN need to do? what does it need to ask others to do? what options do we have? what evidence do we have to support the alternative options? what capacity does the system have to implement? But also: what is the right thing to do? what do Member States expect? what will they do? whose interests will be affected and how will they react? what are the risks? who are the spoilers? Will it cost and who will pay?
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This field of study focuses on what the Bertelsmann Transformation Index (http://www.bti-project.org/index/) calls the “steering capacity,” or the ability to set priorities, coordinate, and follow through. Research focuses on the division of responsibility and in decision making procedures, the degree to which procedures provide adequate notice of expectations to ensure leaders are not caught off guard, mechanisms for assigning responsibility where the division of responsibility is unclear or disputed, rules about appointments and reappointment that lessen competition for control of the centre while addressing the need for constituent service, efforts to build the capacity of ministers’ offices, etc. See Widener. Princeton. Also see, for example, Nick Manning and Gord Evans, “Helping Governments Keep Their Promises: Making Ministers and Governments More Reliable Through Improved Policy Management,” World Bank IDP-187 (April 2003).
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Widener, Gordon Evans
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Specific offices within the White House include the office of the Chief of Staff, the National Security Advisor (the NSC alone has a staff of about 200 – check), Domestic Policy, the National Economic Council, Cabinet Affairs, Legislative
Affairs, Communications, Operations, Scheduling and Advance, Political Strategy and Outreach, Management and Administration, Information Technology, Digital Strategy, and the White House Counsel.
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As recalled by his Secretary, Hannah Platz, whom he referred to as “Milady” in: Dag Hammarskjöld remembered. A collection of Personal Memories, Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation, December 2011, p. 95.
In 1984 the Office of Emergency Operations in Africa (OEOA) was set up to deal with the drought which actually affected 20 countries and 35 million people across the Sahel.
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In Mouat (p.186, p. 239). PdC himself recalls: “The diplomatic missions have always felt that security in the secretariat is lax and that any confidential information provided to the Secretariat would quickly be widely circulated. In general this is true; however, in the SG’s Office, any information given me in confidence was handled with great discretion. This was a major reason why, in dealing with sensitive problems, I relied on the support of a very small staff in whose loyalty I had complete confidence. Pérez de Cuéllar, Javier. Pilgrimage for Peace, 1997, p. 168.
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UNTSO, UNDOF, UNIFIL, UNFICYP, UNMOGIP

Goulding describes one incident in 1987 where the SG consciously excluded him from a lunch with Shimon Peres, then the Foreign Minister of Israel, thereby suggesting “he did not trust me” and creating a rift between him and the SG that would last some time. See: Goulding, p. 86-7.
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with Hedi Annabi as deputy and so titled because the UN did not recognize the Vietnamese puppet regime in Phnom Pen, although it played a political role
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Dallaire disagreed and hadn’t been seeking consent for the move but once instructed not to seize them, obeyed.


Eckhard in Mouat, p. 335.


Mig Goulding made a point of appreciating this change in his 1997 report on ‘Practical Measures to Enhance the UN’s Effectiveness in the Field of Peace and Security, 30 June 1997, para 34.


Mouat, p. 107.
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Eight pilot countries. Five pillars (Now applied in 44 countries but what difference has it made?)

The 2005 World Summit Outcome document invited the SG to strengthen the management and coordination of UN operational activities and to make proposals for consideration of Member States for more tightly managed entities in the field of development, humanitarian assistance and the environment. In response, Kofi Annan appointed the High-Level Panel on UN System-Wide Coherence in the Areas of Development, Humanitarian Assistance and the Environment. It finalized its report, “Delivering as One,” in November 2006, just over a month before Annan would leave office.

Annan, Kofi. We the Peoples


Mouat, p.
Thomas L. Friedman argues that we hit an "inflection point" around 2007: "In 2007, Apple came out with the iPhone, beginning the smartphone/apps revolution; in late 2006 Facebook opened its doors to anyone, not just college and high school students, and took off like a rocket; Google came out with the Android operating system in 2007; Hadoop launched in 2007, helping create the storage/processing power for the big data revolution; Github, launched in 2007, scaling open-source software; Twitter was spun off as its own separate platform in 2007. Amazon came out with the Kindle in 2007. Airbnb started in 2007. In short, on the eve of Obama’s presidency, something big happened: Everything started getting digitized and made mobile — work, commerce, billing, finance, education — reshaping the economy." ‘Trump and the Lord’s Work’ in The New York Times, 3 May 2016 (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/04/opinion/trump-and-the-lords-work.html?_r=0)

See: Bolton, John. Surrender Is Not an Option: Defending America at the United Nations, year. Chapter He cites Condi Rice as saying "I am not sure we want a strong Secretary-General" (page 279) and also notes that he himself "was absolutely determined there weren’t going to be any more secular popes’ on the thirty-eighth floor" (page 282). Page 288

Among the high-level panels appointed by Ban over his ten years were panels on Access to Medicines; Global Response to Health Crises; High Level Panel on Humanitarian Financing; High Level Independent Panel on Peace Operations (HIPPO); Reviews of the UN peacebuilding architecture (2010 and 2015); Global Study on the Implementation of resolution 1325; 20 year review of the Beijing Platform for Action; High Level Advisory Group on Climate Change Financing; High Level panel on global sustainability; High Level Task Force on the Global Food Security Crisis; Sustainable Transport; Technology Bank (?); Food Security; Post-2015 Development Agenda; Panel of inquiry on the Gaza Flotilla; Gaza Board of Inquiry; Bhutto Commission; Commission of Inquiry for Guinea.; [to complete this list].

Katz, Jonathan. The Secretary-General in his Labyrinth, The New Republic, 3 March 2015. The article also noted that “he had not gotten the job for his decisiveness or executive experience; as South Korea’s foreign minister, he’d earned the nickname Ban-chusa—roughly, “Ban the mid-level bureaucrat.” Yet this was the kind of decision he has faced consistently in eight years at the U.N. helm, and that U.N. leaders have faced for 70 years: how to balance competing desires for peace, human rights, and the rule of law, while placating the powers whose support the United Nations needs to survive” (http://www.newrepublic.com/article/121190/ban-ki-moon-profile-does-united-nations-still-matter)

Myint-U, Thant. The Next Secretary-General, Secretariat Reform, And the Vexed Question of Senior Appointments del Castillo and de Soto, 2015.

Jenkins, Rob.

This is a core theory in: Cox, The Executive Head: An Essay on Leadership in International Organization' (1969) 23(2) International Organization 205–30.


While the Clinton administration produced roughly three terabytes — or trillions of bytes — of records, including 20 million emails, the Bush administration eight years later had to transfer about 80 terabytes, including 200 million emails. Obama will turn over to his successor two and a half times as much: 200 terabytes. See ‘In an Age of Danger, an Early Start on Presidential Transitions’, New York Times, Thursday, 21 April 2016. (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/21/us/politics/in-an-age-of-terror-smoothing-the-transition-to-the-next-presidency.html?_r=0)

In 2013, the Secretary-General issued 102 reports to the Security Council and between 150-250 [precise # to follow] to the General Assembly


This has been noted by many colleagues who worked in the Organization in the 1990s and then spent time away before returning recently.

Statistics all come from internal EOSG and OSSG sources

For more flavour of the frenetic pace of activity that this Secretary-General in particular has kept up for going on ten years now, an excellent video of his typical day during ministerial week can be found online (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJRoqZFh2s)

Although there is now a tendency to provide public read-outs of many private calls

From 1974-94, appointments of senior envoys tended to be initiated by the Security Council but since then they are almost always at the initiative of the Secretary-General (though in close consultation with the host government and the Council). See Daws, Sam and Loraine Sievers. The Procedure of the UN Security Council. Oxford University Press, [year], ‘The People’.


In fact, in its very first year at Lake Success, the Secretariat only had 500 staff. This was even smaller than the League of Nations – the first international secretariat – which had 630 at its 1929 height. See: Mathiaison, John. Invisible Governance. International Secretariats in Global Politics, Kumarian Press, 2007, p. 4.
Including the heads of all departments, the heads of agencies most answerable to the SG, all the Special Advisers at HQ and the SRSGs and other heads of mission in the field.


See James Traub description of Riza in The Best Intentions: Kofi Annan and the UN in the Era of American World Power, Chapter on ‘The Gentle King and His Court’.

Among them the 1969 Capacity Study (also the Pearson report); the 1975 Gardner report; the 1979 Brandt Report; the 1986 Group of 18; the 1996 Childers and Urquhart report on Renewing the UN; the 1995 Commission on Global Governance; the 1996 Childers and Urquhart report on A Children in Need of Leadership; the 1997 report of the Secretary-General on Renewing the United Nations; the 2004 High-Level Panel Report on Threats, Challenges and Change; the 2005 report of the Secretary-General on In Larger Freedom; the 2006 report of the High-Level Panel on UN System-Wide Coherence (Delivering as One); the 2015 HIPPO report.

Childers, Erskine and Brian Urquhart, 1992 Wilenski Group Report on ‘Five Major Areas of Reform’

Childers, Erskine and Brian Urquhart, Renewing the UN System, p. 158

Mortimer and Lambert 1997, p. 19

Annan, Kofi Renewing the United Nations: A Programme for Reform (A/51/950) of 14 July 1997 and follow-up report of 7 October 1997 (A/51/950/Add.1). On 19 December 1997, the General Assembly established the post of Deputy Secretary-General, deciding “as an integral part of the Office of the Secretary-General, … without prejudice to the mandate of the Secretary-General as provided by the Charter of the United Nations and, in accordance with the existing system of decision-making, with responsibilities delegated by the Secretary-General, including the following: (a) To assist the Secretary-General in managing the operations of the Secretariat; (b) To act for the Secretary-General at United Nations Headquarters in the absence of the Secretary-General and in other cases as may be decided by the Secretary-General; (c) To support the Secretary-General in ensuring intersectoral and inter-institutional coherence of activities and programmes and to support the Secretary-General in elevating the profile and leadership of the United Nations in the economic and social spheres, including further efforts to strengthen the United Nations as a leading centre for development policy and development assistance; (d) To represent the Secretary-General at conferences, official functions and ceremonial and other occasions as may be decided by the Secretary-General; (e) To undertake such assignments as may be determined by the Secretary-General’’ (A/RES/52/12B).

Chesterman final chapter


Author interview, London June 2015.

Author interview, London June 2015.

An attempt to merge the Department for Disarmament Affairs into the Department of Political Affairs did not find favour with Member States

This was a common observation in internal memos at the time, in particular in the context of a 2001-2 attempt to improve the efficiency of EOSG.


Goulding, Marrack, ‘Practical Measures to Enhance the UN’s Effectiveness in the Field of Peace and Security, 30 June 1997, para 19.

Senior meetings chaired by the SG, Deputy-Secretary-General or Chef de Cabinet include the Policy Committee; Senior Action Group (SAG); Senior Advisers Meeting; Senior Management Group (SMG); Senior Advisers meeting on Management (core group); Senior Advisers meeting on Peace and Security (expanded group); Senior Advisers meeting on Development (core group); Senior Advisers meeting on Development (expanded group); Senior Advisers meeting on Management (core group); the Core Group (which focuses mostly on senior appointments).

Author interview

Author interview at Greentree, February 2016

This recommendation was made in the Brahimi report and again in the most recent report on peace operations (Uniting our Strengths for Peace, Report of the High-level Independent Panel on UN Peace Operations (HIPPO), June 2015 (http://www.un.org/sg/pdf/HIPPO_Report_1_June_2015.pdf)). It has been made many other times [list].

The list of units that have been proposed or established to make sure that there is a central brain in the Secretariat that can filter and analysis information in a bureaucratically neutral way: ORCI; EISAS; PBSO; Policy Committee secretariat; PU analysis capacity etc.


The senior echelon at the UN which reports directly to the Secretary-General is composed of several types of official: the USG- and ASG-level special advisers, representatives and envoys who carry out good offices and diplomatic functions or advocate for certain thematic causes on behalf of the Secretary-General but who do not direct large departments; the heads of the major line departments in the Secretariat all of whom are USecretary-General level and who are responsible for implementing the work programme of the UN as contained in the Strategic Framework and; the heads of peace operations in the field who report through DPA or DPKO but are often serious heavyweights in their own right with direct access to the SG. The number of officials who sign compacts with the Secretary-General is XX.
A number of senior appointments are governed by specific General Assembly resolutions: Commissioner-General of UNRWA, High Commissioner for Refugees, Secretary-General of UNCTAD, Executive Director of UNEP, High Commissioner for Human Rights, Under-Secretaries-General for Internal Oversight Services, UN Habitat, Safety and Security, UN Women and the Assistant Secretary-General for Peacebuilding Support. Various stipulations are placed on their appointment process ranging from term limits, due regard for equitable geographical representation or rotation, requirement for consultations with Member States and General Assembly approval or election of the nominee, 

See for instance the interview with the incoming Undersecretary General for the United Nations Office of Internal Oversight, Heidi Mendoza, in which she describes the process by which she was hired: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTpWTYVjBqY (transcript available).

See the 1for7billion campaign: http://www.1for7billion.org/news/2014/12/3/top-un-appointments-should-be-based-on-merit-not-power-politics


Author interview


Known as ministerial advisers in Australia and New Zealand, executive assistants in Canada and directeurs de cabinet in France, political advisers differ from civil servants in being appointed directly by ministers. They have close and direct access, their tenure depends on that of the minister, and they are exempt from the requirement to be impartial and non-partisan. The number of political advisers is increasing in Westminster systems but very little is known about their recruitment, roles, duties, interaction with the permanent civil service and effect on policy making. The number of special advisers in Whitehall doubled, from 38 under John Major to 81 under Tony Blair. In the Prime Minister’s Office the numbers trebled. (King, Simon. Regulating the Behaviour of Ministers, Special Advisers and Civil Servants, June 2003. The Constitution Unit School of Public Policy, UCL (https://www.ucl.ac.uk/spp/publications/unit-publications/102.pdf))

Language has also been added in recent years to the RC job description to highlight the importance of political acumen and human rights

Policies include several adopted through the Policy Committee (The RC Capacity Gap; Special Circumstances in Non-Mission Settings) and also provisions within the Human Rights Up Front Initiative.

All field operations in the area of peace and security receive some type of Security Council mandate, though peacekeeping operations are far more likely to be governed by a lengthy and ambitious negotiated resolution whereas SPMs might simply be subject to an exchange of letters. Peacebuilding missions (all of which are special political missions) may or may not also be on the agenda of the PBC, which is an advisory body to the Council. In theory the PBC’s oversight and guidance shouldn’t be contradictory to Council utterances but in practice PBC country-specific obligations have been additional and onerous tasks for already overstretched operations on the ground.

The official term is Special Political Mission. This covers any mission funded from the regular budget.

Until 2001, DPKO was in charge of peacekeeping operations and DPA led special political missions (which were fewer and smaller than they are today). With the advent of UNAMA, where the UN successfully resisted being given a military role (that went to NATO) but which was considered too large and too important to leave to the small, underfunded and less operational department that DPA was back then, this distinction broke down. Since then, DPKO has managed several special political missions. DPA continues to manage only special political missions but this category has grown in size, variety and complexity over time. At present, DPKO is responsible for sixteen peacekeeping operations. DPA is the lead department for eleven political and peacebuilding missions in the field, as well as for formulating and implementing the political strategy of the UN in or vis-à-vis all other countries around the world (obviously the desk officers for Sweden, Sri Lanka, and Somalia have quite different jobs). With the creation of a separate Department of Field Support (DFS), the distinction between DPKO and DPA has become harder to discern. Meanwhile, the creation of PBSO, which is not operational but must try to coordinate the key UN actors in cases designated as peacebuilding (with the exception of cases on the agenda of the PBC, there is no agreement in the system on how this determination should be made or how PBSO can add value to the role of the lead departments if they take their lead vis-à-vis the system seriously) further complicates the picture. Peacekeeping operations are funded from the Peacekeeping Support Account and special political missions from the Special Political Mission (SPM) provision of the Regular Budget (both types of mission also rely increasingly on voluntary contributions to implement core aspects of their mandates but that is another story). This is no minor distinction. The budgets are funded according to different scales and so different Member States bear different proportions of the cost. This results in very
different politics surrounding the respective budget negotiations (the different politics also have a lot to do with the investment in peacekeeping felt by many troop contributing countries from the Global South who are otherwise suspicious of political operations undertaken by the United Nations).

564 At headquarters, the department leading the field operation will bring together all the relevant parts of the house in an integrated task force that is supposed to mirror the joined up structures in the field and provide them with cohesive direction and support. In practice, these task forces rarely amount to more than information-sharing forums and the most crucial decisions regarding the mission still tend to be taken within the lead department or within the Security Council itself.
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586 By 2012 the membership was the DSG, the Chef de Cabinet, the Chair of the Executive Committee on Peace and Security, the Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations (alternate ECPS Chair), the Chair of the United Nations Development Group, the Chair of the Executive Committee on Economic and Social Affairs, the Chair of the Executive Committee on Human Rights, the Legal Counsel, the Under-Secretary-General for Communications and Public Information and the Special Adviser on Africa
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668 1) The First Committee adopts more than 50 resolutions annually. About half the resolutions are adopted by consensus. The work is divided into seven clusters: nuclear weapons, other weapons of mass destruction, outer space (disarmament aspects), conventional weapons, regional disarmament and security, other disarmament measures and international security, and the disarmament machinery. ODA is the line department that supports the First Committee. 2) The agenda items allocated to the Second Committee are organized in ten clusters: macroeconomic policy, operational activities for development, financing for development, groups of countries in special situations, globalization and interdependence, eradication of poverty, information and communication technologies for development, agriculture and food security, sustainable development, and sovereignty of the Palestinian people over their natural resources. The Second Committee adopts about 45 resolutions, mostly by consensus. The majority are tabled by the G-77 and China. DESA is the main line department. Delegates dealing with the Second Committee often also cover the work of ECOSOC and the Funds and Programmes. 3) The Third Committee adopts about sixty resolutions annually, of which 30 percent are by vote. It has a dozen agenda of which “Promotion and protection of human rights” is only one, although it makes up half the work of the Committee. OHCHR is the main department in support. 4) The Fourth Committee covers decolonization, Palestinian rights and peacekeeping (the C34 reports through the Fourth Committee). It usually adopts about 25–30 resolutions annually. All draft resolutions related to the Middle East and some related to decolonization are usually adopted by vote. Otherwise, resolutions are mostly adopted by consensus. 5) The Fifth Committee is responsible for the regular budget (biennial), peacekeeping budgets (annual), human resources issues, management reform and governance and oversight issues. It also defines the “scales of assessment” every three years. All draft resolutions with budget implications must be examined by the Fifth Committee before they can be adopted in the Plenary. Until recent years, The Fifth Committee worked by consensus and only rarely voted. DM supports. 6) The Sixth Committee deals with all aspects of international law and other legal matters. The Sixth Committee adopts about 15–20 resolutions. Most draft resolutions are sponsored by Member States. Some draft resolutions or decisions are prepared by OLA, which is the main department in support. (Main source for this note is the UNITAR Handbook for the President of the General Assembly, 2011, p. 46 (http://www.unitar.org/ny/sites/unitar.org.ny/files/UN_PGA_Handbook.pdf)
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675 Of those 333, the breakdown is roughly as follows: 92 resolutions on Peace and Security, Nuclear (18), and Disarmament matters; 74 on Human Rights, Humanitarian, Rule of Law and Legal issues; 66 on Development, including financing for development, environment and disaster risk reduction; 42 on UN budget questions; 22 on internal UN procedural and admin issues; 22 on partnerships with other actors and 15 on cultural questions.
676 The GA agenda for every year since inception can be found here: http://research.un.org/en/docs/ga/quick/regular/69
677 Article 18 of the Charter lists these as: “recommendations with respect to the maintenance of international peace and security, the election of the non-permanent members of the Security Council, the election of the members of the Economic and Social Council, the election of members of the Trusteeship Council in accordance with paragraph 1 of Article 86, the admission of new Members to the United Nations, the suspension of the right and privileges of membership, the expulsion of Members, questions relating to the operation of the trusteeship system, and budgetary questions”.
678 Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the “Western European and Other States Group” (WEOG)
679 JUSCANZ is usually comprised of 14 or 15 UN Member States: Japan, the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Switzerland, Norway, Iceland, Andorra, Korea, Liechtenstein, Mexico, San Marino, Turkey and sometimes Israel.
680 Sheikhah Haya Rashed Al Khalifa of Bahrain (sixty-first session in 2006); Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit of India (eighth session in 1953), and Angie Elisabeth Brooks of Liberia (twenty-fourth session in 1969).
681 The Fifth Committee includes all 193 Member States and is responsible for administrative and budgetary matters. The Fifth Committee meets during the main part of the GA session (September to December) as well as during its resumed sessions in March and May. The May session is primarily devoted to peacekeeping issues.
682 A serving Deputy Perm Rep from a large country made this observation at the IPI Commission on Multilateralism retreat at Greentree in February 2015
685 For an excellent description see the report which was requested by the Four Nations Initiative (4NI) on Governance and Management of the United Nations: Power, Purse and Numbers: A Diagnostic Study of the UN Budget and Finance Process and Structure by Francisco Sagasti, Ursula Casabonne and Fernando Prada (FORO Nacional/Internacional – Agenda: PERÚ) (http://www.academia.edu/2535431/Power_Purse_and_Numbers_A_Diagnostic_Study_of_the_UN_Budget_and_Finance_Process_and_Structure)
A Mandate Registry was compiled in 2006 in response to the 2005 World Summit Outcome. 7,000 of the 9,000+ mandates identified at that time were older than five years. Ultimately very few (60 or so?) mandates were terminated as a result of the review, since Member States could not agree on criteria for terminating, the G77 feared the exercise would come at the cost of development activities, and there was no agreement on how the savings would be used (for development activities or reform). Moreover, the process revealed that there was not even agreement on what constituted a mandate:

“Mandates are not easily defined or quantifiable; a concrete legal definition of a mandate does not exist. Guided by the Summit Outcome Document and subsequent discussions, and in order to facilitate the current mandate review exercise, we have, however, identified an agreed upon...working definition: a mandate is a request or a direction for action by the UN Secretariat or other implementing entity, that derives from a resolution of the General Assembly or one of the other relevant organs.” Mandate Registry, “Frequently Asked Questions (http://webapps01.un.org/mandatereview/searchStart.do)
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For instance: 1) an SG-chaired meeting that meets as needed with a handful of key officials to take big, well-prepared policy decisions; 2) a DSG-chaired meeting that convenes more frequently for regular decision-making on tactical issues and strategic matters not requiring Secretary-General attention; 3) Director-level meetings with variable geometry depending on the issue; 4) working-level issue-specific task forces.
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Sherazi, Masoma. United Nations Research on Cabinet-Level Decision-Making. Report submitted to the Policy Planning Unit (PPU), Executive Office of the Secretary General (EOSG), 30th September 2014. (internal paper). Ms. Sherazi’s report, based on extensive interviews, assessed the degree to which cabinet principles are reflected in the execution of the Policy Committee’s mandate.